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INTRODUCTION

Magnetic materials and devices have a very important role in our daily life. Magnetism was probably the first natural force discovered by man, but it has only been applied widely in the last century. The emergence of many new devices/technologies driven by differing requirements, in turn, has led to a large variety of magnetic materials produced in many different geometries, shapes and sizes (Goldman, 2006).

Magnetic oxides are fascinating materials scientifically as well as technologically due to their multifunctionality. The use of magnetic oxides in electronics technology has become so common that few systems can operate effectively without some form of them making a vital contribution. Magnetic materials are components of many electromechanical and electronic devices. They are also used as components in a wide range of industrial and medical equipment. Permanent magnet materials are essential in devices for storing energy in a static magnetic field. Major applications involve the conversion of mechanical to electrical energy and vice versa, or the exertion of a force on soft ferromagnetic objects. The applications of magnetic materials in information technology are continuously growing since the last few decades. The frequencies of application of magnetic materials range from DC (Direct Current) to the highest ones at which any electronic device can function (Buschow and Boer, 2004).

Recently some of these materials, especially the perovskites (RMnO$_3$, where R is a rare earth element) and hexaferrites have gained large importance due to the discovery of colossal magnetoresistance (CMR) and multiferroicity (magnetoelectricity) in them, respectively. Magnetoelectric phenomena that jointly involve the magnetic and electrical conductivity properties have been discovered in some oxides/ferrites (such as, Y- and Z-type hexaferrites, etc.) those contain magnetic ions. Ferroelectricity in a Y – type hexaferrite system (Ba$_{0.5}$Sr$_{1.5}$Zn$_2$Fe$_{12}$O$_{22}$) was first reported by Kimura et al. (Kimura et al., 2005). At ambient conditions and zero magnetic field, Ba$_{0.5}$Sr$_{1.5}$Zn$_2$Fe$_{12}$O$_{22}$ is a nonferroelectric insulator with noncollinear spin arrangement. In an applied magnetic field it undergoes several phase transitions and some of the phases exhibit ferroelectricity induced by a critical magnetic field of 0.3 – 0.8T (Kimura et al., 2005; Momozawa et al., 1985; Utsumi et al., 2007). Ferroelectricity was also observed in Ba$_2$Mg$_2$Fe$_{12}$O$_{22}$ and Ba$_2$(Mg$_{1-x}$Zn$_x$)$_2$Fe$_{12}$O$_{22}$ Y - type hexaferrites, where the critical magnetic field to induce the ferroelectricity was dramatically reduced to 30 mT (Ishiwata et al., 2008; Chun et al., 2010). Chun and coworkers (Chun et al., 2010) partially substituted Fe with Al in Ba$_{0.5}$Sr$_{1.5}$Zn$_2$(Fe$_{1-x}$Al$_x$)$_{12}$O$_{22}$ and successfully induced the ferroelectric phase at 1 mT.

Manganites have also been studied much in last two decades due to their interesting properties and colossal magnetoresistance (CMR). The physical properties in manganese perovskites are thought to arise from the strong competition between a ferromagnetic double-exchange interaction, an
antiferromagnetic super-exchange interaction and the spin-phonon coupling (Hagaza et al., 2009). The presence of mixed Mn ions gives rise to a double-exchange mechanism, increasing drastically electric conductivity and inducing ferromagnetic like behaviour with reentrant spin glass character (De Silva et al., 1998; Ghivelder et al., 1999). From the magnetic point of view pure LaMnO$_3$ is an $A$-type antiferromagnet with $T_N^{x=0}=139.5$ K (where $x$ is the Mn$^{4+}$ concentration) and a small spin canting due to the antisymmetric Dzialoshinski-Moriya interaction, giving rise to a weak ferromagnetic behavior with a saturation moment of $\mu=0.16 \mu_B$/Mn (Skumryev et al., 1999). In the $A$-type AF phase the spins in the $a$-$b$ plane are ferromagnetically ordered. The ferromagnetic planes are stacked antiferromagnetically along the $c$ axis (Chatterji et al., 2008).

High quality thin films of materials are required for the device application although they have certain limitations due to their thickness and different properties as compared to bulk materials. In the case of thin films, studies to probe the physical phenomenon are complicated by the small sample and the elastic strain imposed by the substrate. LaMnO$_3$ thin films are typically found to be ferromagnetic due to their nonstoichiometry (Murugavel et al., 2003; Choi et al., 2009; Gupta et al., 1995). The self doping owing to cation vacancies causes mixed Mn (Mn$^{3+}$, Mn$^{4+}$) valence to fulfill charge neutrality. As a result, ferromagnetic double-exchange (DE) and antiferromagnetic super-exchange (SE) mechanism coexist (Kleine et al., 2006).

A lot of interests have grown in spintronic materials in last decade including dilute magnetic semiconductors and dielectrics such as transition metal doped oxide systems, e.g. ZnO, TiO$_2$, HfO$_2$, CeO$_2$, SnO$_2$ etc. A key factor for application of these materials in spintronics devices is to have their Curie temperature much above room temperature. Oxide materials usually considered for this are non magnetic oxides having the magnetic impurity such as Fe, Ni or Mn etc. However, the experimental search for ferromagnetism in TM doped oxide materials did not result in reproducible and homogeneous magnetic materials. It has been reported several times that ferromagnetism can also be observed in materials which do not contain such magnetic impurities (ZrO$_2$, HfO$_2$ etc.) and even doping with non magnetic ions (Bouzerar and Ziman, 2006; Maca et al., 2008).

The general objectives of present thesis work were to synthesize different functional oxides in polycrystalline bulk and thin film forms, and to investigate their structural and magnetic properties for application in spintronics and multiferroics. Ba$_{1-x}$Sr$_x$Mg$_2$Fe$_{12}$O$_{22}$ (Y-type hexaferrites as multiferroic), perovskite LaMnO$_3$ and Mg, Ca doped ZrO$_2$ bulk samples were prepared by chemical solution method. Some of the representative thin films were also prepared by pulsed laser deposition (PLD) and atomic layer deposition (ALD) techniques, to compare their results with bulk samples. Results obtained on various samples of these oxides synthesized in bulk and thin films are presented in this thesis.
ABBREVIATIONS

AF    Anti-ferromagnetic
AFM   Atomic force microscopy
ALD   Atomic layer deposition
B     Magnetic induction or magnetic flux density
\chi  Susceptibility
EDS   Energy dispersive spectroscopy
H     Magnetic field intensity
H_A   Crystalline anisotropy
H_C   Coercivity
LCMO  Lanthanum calcium manganese oxide
LMO   Lanthanum manganese oxide, (LaMnO_3)
LSMO  Lanthanum strontium manganese oxide
M     Magnetization
M_r   Remanent magnetization
M_S   Saturation magnetization
MCA   Magneto-crystalline anisotropy
ME    Magnetoelectric
MFM   Magnetic force microscopy
NMR   Nuclear magnetic resonance
PLD   Pulsed laser deposition
SEM   Scanning electron microscopy
T_C   Curie temperature
TM    Transition metal
VSM   Vibrating sample magnetometer
1. LITERATURE REVIEW

1.1. Magnetic Materials

Magnetism was observed as early as 800 BC in a naturally occurring material called load stone which was used for navigation purposes (Puri et al., 1997). A loadstone is a naturally magnetized piece of the mineral magnetite (Fe₃O₄). The word magnet derives from Magnesia, a Greek town and province in Asia Minor, the etymological origin of the word “magnet” meaning “the stone from Magnesia” (Cullity et al. 2009; Buschow et al. 2004). In the modern concept, all materials, viz., metals, semiconductors and insulators, are said to exhibit magnetism, though of different nature.

1.1.1. Magnetic quantities and Units

A magnet creates a magnetic field in the space around it, a magnetic field can also be created by an electric current. When a solid is placed in a magnetic field, it gets magnetized. The magnetic moment per unit volume developed inside a solid is called magnetization and is denoted by \( M \). The measure of the magnetic response of a medium to the action of a magnetic field is given by its magnetic susceptibility, \( \chi \). The magnetic susceptibility is defined as the magnetization produced per unit applied field, i.e.,

\[
\chi = \frac{M}{H}
\]  

(1.1.1)

where \( H \) is the strength of the applied magnetic field also referred as magnetic field intensity. Both \( M \) and \( H \) are measured in amperes per meter (A m\(^{-1}\)) or webers per square meter (Wb m\(^{-2}\)) in the SI (abbreviated SI from French: Système international d'unités) system, and in oersteds (Oe) in the CGS (centimeter-gram-second) system, hence \( \chi \) is dimensionless quantity. The mass susceptibility (or specific susceptibility) \( \chi_g \) is the total magnetic moment divided by the field \( H \), divided by the mass, and is measured in cubic meters per kilogram, it is related to the volume susceptibility through \( \chi_g = \chi / \rho \), where \( \rho \) is the density. If \( M \) refers to a gram molecule of a substance, the susceptibility is termed the molar susceptibility (\( \chi_m \)).

The physical quantity that describes the effect of a magnet or current in its neighbourhood is the magnetic induction or magnetic flux density \( B \). A measure of magnetic induction may be given by Lorentz force, the force on a charge \( q \) in motion. The Lorentz force acting on a charge that moves with a velocity \( v \) is given by

\[
F = qv \times B
\]

(1.1.2)

The unit of magnetic induction in the SI system of units is tesla (T), defined as the magnetic induction that produces a force of 1 newton on a charge of 1 coulomb, moving with a velocity 1 m s\(^{-1}\) in the direction perpendicular to the
that of $B$. The unit of $B$ in the CGS system is gauss (G), which corresponds to $10^{-4}$ T.

The magnetic induction or magnetic flux density $B$ produced inside the medium as a consequence of the applied magnetic field $H$ is given by

$$B = \mu_0 (H + M)$$

(1.1.3)

where $\mu_0$ is the vacuum permeability and is equal to $4\pi \times 10^{-7}$ Henry per metre ($\text{Hm}^{-1}$) in SI system. In the CGS system, $\mu_0$ has a value of 1 gauss per oersted. From Eq. (1.1.1) and (1.1.3), we obtain

$$B = \mu_0 (1 + \chi) H$$

(1.1.4)

or

$$B = \mu H$$

(1.1.5)

Where $\mu$ is the magnetic permeability. A more general definition of $\mu$ is given by $\mu = B / H$. The magnetic permeability of a material is in general not a constant, but depends on the value of the field $H$. In anisotropic media, $\mu$ and also $\chi$, depend on the direction of the applied field, and are second-rank tensors, however, in isotropic media $\mu$ and $\chi$ represent scalar quantities.

It is more convenient to introduce a dimensionless parameter $\mu_r$ which is called the relative permeability of the medium and is given by

$$\mu = \mu_0 \mu_r$$

(1.1.6)

Thus, Eq. (1.1.5) becomes

$$B = \mu_0 \mu_r H$$

(1.1.7)

From Eq. (1.1.4) and Eq. (1.1.7), we get

$$\mu_r = (1 + \chi)$$

(1.1.8)

For the free space, i.e., in the absence of any material medium, $M = 0$, $\chi = 0$, $\mu = \mu_0$ and $\mu_r = 1$, and from the above relations, we obtain

$$B = \mu_0 H$$

(1.1.9)

(Guimarães, 1998; Puri et al., 1997).

1.1.2. Classes of Magnetic Materials

The origin of magnetism lies in the orbital and spin motions of electrons and how the electrons interact with one another. The motion of electrons is equivalent to an electric current which produces the magnetic effects. The major contribution comes from the spin of unpaired valence electrons which produces permanent electronic magnetic moments. A number of such magnetic moments may align themselves in different directions to generate a net non-zero magnetic moment. Materials exhibit different behaviours in the presence of magnetic field. The main distinction is that in some materials there is no collective interaction of atomic magnetic moments, whereas in other materials there is a very strong interaction between atomic moments.
The magnetic behavior of materials can be classified into the following five major groups:

1. Diamagnetism
2. Paramagnetism
3. Ferromagnetism
4. Antiferromagnetism
5. Ferrimagnetism

Materials in the first two groups are those that exhibit no collective magnetic interactions and are not magnetically ordered. Materials in the last three groups exhibit long-range magnetic order below a certain critical temperature. Ferromagnetic and ferrimagnetic materials are usually what we consider as being magnetic (i.e., behaving like iron).

1.1.2.1. Diamagnetism

Diamagnetism is a fundamental property of all matter, although it is usually very weak. Diamagnetic substances are composed of atoms which have no net magnetic moments (i.e., all the orbital shells are filled and there are no unpaired electrons). However, when exposed to a field, a negative magnetization is produced.

Diamagnetism in a material arises due to changes in the atomic orbital states induced by the applied magnetic field. An electron revolving in an orbit constitutes an electric current. When a magnetic flux linked with such an electric circuit is changed, an induced current is set up in such a direction as to oppose the change in flux in accordance with the Lenz’s law. The magnetic field of the induced current is opposite to the applied field and produces the diamagnetic effect. This type of magnetism is characterized by a small and negative susceptibility, independent of temperature (fig. 1.1.1). Examples of diamagnetic substances are sodium chloride (NaCl), Quartz (SiO$_2$) and water (H$_2$O).

1.1.2.2. Paramagnetism

Paramagnetism occurs in those atoms, ions and molecules which have permanent magnetic moments, due to unpaired electrons in partially filled orbitals. However, the individual magnetic moments do not interact magnetically, and like diamagnetism, the magnetization is zero when the field is removed. When a magnetic field is applied, these moments orient themselves in the direction of the field which results in some net magnetization parallel to the applied field.
Paramagnetism characterized by a positive susceptibility whose inverse varies linearly with temperature (fig. 1.1.2). This type of temperature dependence (called the Curie law) is found at any temperature in the paramagnetic materials, or above a certain temperature of magnetic order, in ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic materials (called in these cases the Curie-Weiss law). The fall in the susceptibility with temperature originates the increase in the ratio of thermal energy to the energy of the atomic magnetic moments in the presence of the external magnetic field. One type of paramagnetism ‘Pauli paramagnetism’ is due to the magnetic moments of the conduction electrons and in this case the susceptibility is practically constant with temperature. Examples of paramagnetic substances are Montmorillonite.
(clay), Nontronite (Fe-rich clay), Pyrite (sulfide), Siderite (carbonate) and Biotite (silicate).

1.1.2.3. Ferromagnetism

This type of magnetism is characterized by a spontaneous parallel alignment of atomic magnetic moments, with long range order (fig. 1.1.3 (a)). Like paramagnetism, ferromagnetism is also associated with the presence of permanent magnetic dipoles, but unlike paramagnetism, the magnetic moments of adjacent atoms in this case are aligned in a particular direction even in the absence of the applied magnetic field. Thus a ferromagnetic material exhibits a magnetic moment in the absence of a magnetic field.

![Figure 1.1.3. (a) Spin arrangement in ferromagnetic materials, (b) Magnetization versus magnetic field plot](image)

The magnetization existing in a ferromagnetic material in the absence of an applied magnetic field is called the spontaneous magnetization. It exists below a certain critical temperature called the Curie temperature, $T_c$ (fig. 1.1.4 (b)). Below the Curie temperature the alignment of magnetic moments is due to the exchange interaction between the magnetic ions. Above the Curie temperature, the thermal effects offset the spin alignment and the ferromagnetic substance becomes paramagnetic. The ferromagnetic substances acquire a large magnetization in the presence of even a weak external magnetic field (fig. 1.1.3 (b)). They possess a large and positive value of susceptibility which, in general, is not constant but varies with field strength. The variation of magnetization with field strength exhibits the well-known hysteresis curve (fig. 1.1.4 (a)). The elements Fe, Ni, and Co and a number of alloys and oxides such as MnBi, MnAs, CrO$_2$, Fe$_3$O$_4$, etc. are typical ferromagnetic materials.
1.1.2.4. Antiferromagnetism

Antiferromagnetism is the magnetism in which the atomic moments align antiparallel, with zero resulting magnetization (fig. 1.1.5 (a)). A crystal exhibiting antiferromagnetism may be considered to be consisting of two interpenetrating sublattices A and B, one of which is spontaneously magnetized in one direction and the other is spontaneously magnetized in the opposite direction. This type of magnetism was first observed in the crystal of MnO. In the absence of an external magnetic field, the neighbouring magnetic moments cancel out each other and the material as a whole exhibits no magnetization. In the presence of a magnetic field, a small magnetization appears in the direction of the field which increases further with temperature. This kind of behaviour is typical of an antiferromagnetic material. The magnetization becomes the maximum at a critical temperature $T_N$, called the Neel temperature, which is analogous to the Curie temperature in the paramagnetic or ferromagnetic substances. Above $T_N$, the susceptibility obeys the Curie-Weiss law for paramagnets but with a negative intercept indicating negative exchange interactions. The variation of susceptibility ($\chi$) and inverse of susceptibility ($1/\chi$) with temperature is shown in fig. 1.1.5 (b). Examples of antiferromagnetic substances are FeO and Fe$_3$Mn.
1.1.2.5. Ferrimagnetism

Ferrimagnetism is identical to antiferromagnetism except that the magnetization of the two sublattices have different magnitudes which result in a non zero value of net magnetization. This type of magnetism occurs in materials such as ferrites which are basically the oxides of various metal elements. A simple representation of the magnetic spins in a ferrimagnetic oxide is shown in fig. 1.1.6. The magnetic structure is composed of two magnetic sublattices (called A and B) separated by oxygens. The exchange interactions are mediated by the oxygen anions. When this happens, the interactions are called indirect or superexchange interactions. The strongest superexchange interactions result in an antiparallel alignment of spins between the A and B sublattices. In ferrimagnets, the magnetic moments of the A and B sublattices are not equal and result in a net magnetic moment. Ferrimagnetism is therefore similar to ferromagnetism. It exhibits all the magnetic properties of ferromagnetic substances - spontaneous magnetization, Curie temperature, hysteresis, and remanence. However, ferro- and ferrimagnets have very different magnetic ordering. The most common example of ferrimagnetic substance is magnetite or ferrous ferrite, Fe₃O₄ or FeO·Fe₂O₃. It has been found
that for this particular ferrite, one Fe$^{3+}$ ion occupies the tetrahedral or A-site, i.e., it is tetrahedrally coordinated to four oxygen anions while the other Fe$^{3+}$ ion and the Fe$^{2+}$ ion occupy the octahedral or B-sites, each being octahedrally coordinated to six oxygen anions. The ions present at A and B sites constitute A and B sublattices respectively and have opposite types of magnetizations. The net magnetization of a formula unit of Fe$_3$O$_4$ is, therefore, equal to the magnetization of the single Fe$^{2+}$ ion. However, one unit cell of magnetite having the spinel structure contains eight formula units of Fe$_3$O$_4$ in it and according the net magnetization of a unit cell is equal to the sum of the magnetizations of eight Fe$^{2+}$ ions. Neel attributed the antiparallel arrangement of spins of A and B sites to the negative AB interaction. Besides this, there also exist the negative AA and BB interactions which are much weaker than AB interaction. Above the Curie temperature, the magnetization at both the sites obeys the Curie-Wiess law, whereas below this temperature the saturation effects come into existance.

1.2. Ferrites

Ferrites are chemical compounds consisting of ceramic materials with iron (III) oxide (Fe$_2$O$_3$) as their principal component (Carter et al., 2007). Many of them are magnetic materials and they are used to make permanent magnets, ferrite cores for transformers and in various other applications. Microwave ferrites are magnetic ceramic materials that refer to the entire family of iron oxides which includes spinels, garnets, orthoferrites, and hexaferrites (Smith et al., 1959; Aulock et al., 1965; Valenzuela, 1994; Goldman, 2006). Spinel structure materials are cubic and have the form AB$_2$O$_4$ where A represents divalent cations and B trivalent cations of Fe. The exchange interaction between A and B sites is negative and strongest among the cations so that the net magnetization comes from the difference in magnetic moment between A and B sites. The garnets, like the spinels, also have a cubic structure but with trivalent cations (including rare earths and Fe$^{3+}$) occupying tetrahedral (A), octahedral (B), or dodecahedral (C) sites. The interaction between tetrahedral and octahedral sites is antiparallel to the rare earth ions on the C sites. Specifically the chemical formula for garnets is 3Me$_2$O$_3$.5Fe$_2$O$_3$ [alternatively dividing all by two - Me$_3$Fe$_2$(FeO$_4$)$_3$] where Me represents the trivalent rare earth such as non magnetic yttrium or a magnetic rare earth such as from lanthanum through ytterbium. Rare earth orthoferrites are also classified as ferrites, although they are canted antiferromagnets. They have an orthorhombic crystal structure and the general chemical formula is AFeO$_3$ where A is yttrium or a rare earth. The magnetic structure inside of a sublattice is usually collinear ferromagnetic, but the different sublattices are coupled antiferromagnetically. Due to the different sublattices, there is a net resulting magnetic moment, giving rise to ferrimagnetism. The nature of superexchange interaction depends not only on the type of magnetic ion, but rather strongly on the bond length and bonding angle. This makes it possible to change the strength and type of the
superexchange interaction, i.e. the magnetization and Neel point, by chemical substitutions of different size ions. Hexagonal ferrites, or hexaferrites, have an even more complicated crystal structure. There are different types of hexaferrites in terms of their composition. However, all of them share a similar crystal structure. The Fe cations are the sole source of magnetic moment and can be found on any of the three crystallographically different sites making up the hexaferrites: tetrahedral, octahedral, and hexahedral sites (Özgür et al., 2009).

1.2.1. Hexagonal ferrites

There has been an increasing degree of interest in the hexagonal ferrites since their discovery in the 1950s, which is still growing exponentially today. These have become massively important materials commercially and technologically, accounting for the bulk of the total magnetic materials manufactured globally, and they have a multitude of uses and applications. As well as their use as permanent magnets, common applications are as magnetic recording and data storage materials, and as components in electrical devices, particularly those operating at microwave/GHz frequencies. The important members of the hexaferrite family are shown below, where Me is a small divalent ion such as cobalt, nickel or zinc, and Ba can be substituted by Sr:

- M-type ferrites, such as BaFe_{12}O_{19} (BaM or barium ferrite), SrFe_{12}O_{19} (SrM or strontium ferrite), and cobalt–titanium substituted M ferrite, Sr- or BaFe_{12−2x}Co_{x}Ti_{x}O_{19} (CoTiM).
- Z-type ferrites (Ba_{3}Me_{2}Fe_{24}O_{41}), such as Ba_{3}Co_{2}Fe_{24}O_{41}, or Co_{2}Z.
- Y-type ferrites (Ba_{2}Me_{2}Fe_{24}O_{41}), such as Ba_{2}Co_{2}Fe_{24}O_{41}, or Co_{2}Y.
- W-type ferrites (BaMe_{2}Fe_{16}O_{27}), such as BaCo_{2}Fe_{16}O_{27}, or Co_{2}W.
- X-type ferrites (Ba_{2}Me_{2}Fe_{28}O_{46}), such as Ba_{2}Co_{2}Fe_{28}O_{46}, or Co_{2}X.
- U-type ferrites (Ba_{4}Me_{2}Fe_{36}O_{60}), such as Ba_{4}Co_{2}Fe_{36}O_{60}, or Co_{2}U.

(Pullar, 2012)

The hexagonal ferrites are ferrimagnetic materials, and their magnetic properties are intrinsically linked to their crystalline structures. They all have magnetocrystalline anisotropy (MCA) that is the induced magnetization has a preferred orientation within the crystal structure. They can be divided into two main groups: those with an easy axis of magnetization, the uniaxial hexaferrites, and those with an easy plane (or cone) of magnetization, known as the ferroxplana or hexaplana ferrites. The best example of hexaferrites is Barium hexaferrite (BaO.6Fe_{2}O_{3} or BaFe_{12}O_{19}) (Went et al., 1952), the trade names for which are Ferroxdure and Indox (Wijn, 1952; Braun, 1952).
1.2.1.1. Structural Properties

Several related ferromagnetic oxides are also available all of which can be derived by combining the ferrite spinel (MeO.\(\text{Fe}_2\text{O}_3\)) and ferroxdure (BaO.6\(\text{Fe}_2\text{O}_3\)) using the chemical composition diagram shown in fig. 1.2.1.

Figure 1.2.1. Chemical composition diagram showing how the hexagonal ferrites are derived from the spinel MeO.\(\text{Fe}_2\text{O}_3\) structure (Özgur et al., 2009)

As might be discerned from table 1.2.1 the crystalline and magnetic structures of the different types of hexaferrites are remarkably complex, but all types are interrelated. To elaborate further, utilizing the spinel structure \(S = 2\text{Me}^{2+}\text{Fe}_2\text{O}_4\) or \(2\text{MeO.2Fe}_2\text{O}_3\), (where Me is Fe, Co, Mn, Ni, Cu, Mg, Zn) and \(M = \text{BaFe}_{12}\text{O}_{19}\) or \(\text{BaO.6Fe}_2\text{O}_3\), the W-type hexaferrite with chemical formula of \(\text{BaMe}_2\text{Fe}_{16}\text{O}_{27}\) can be represented as \(W = M + S\). The Y-type hexaferrite, \(Y = \text{Ba}_2\text{Me}_2\text{Fe}_{12}\text{O}_{22}\), is a planar hexaferrite, and \(\text{Mg}_2Y\) is known as Ferroxplana. Another planar hexaferrite, \(3\text{BaO.2MeO.12Fe}_2\text{O}_3\), can be constructed by \(Z = M + Y\). The X-type hexaferrite, \(X = 2M + S\), is formed by stacking of R- and S-blocks along the hexagonal c-axis using the model RSR*S*S*, where R is a hexagonal three-oxygen-layer block with composition \(\text{BaFe}_6\text{O}_{11}\), and the asterisk indicates that the corresponding block is rotated 180° around the hexagonal axis. The structure of X-type compound is closely related to that of M- and W-type. The U-type hexaferrite can be constructed by \(U = 2M + Y\) as seen from the phase diagram in fig. 1.2.1.

There has been an explosion of interest in hexaferrites in the last decade for more exotic applications. This is particularly true for electronic components of mobile and wireless communications at microwave/GHz frequencies, electromagnetic wave absorbers for EMC, RAM and stealth technologies (especially the X and U ferrites), and composite materials. There is also a clear recent interest in nanotechnology, the development of nanofibres and fibre
orientation and alignment effects in hexaferrite fibres, and composites with carbon nanotubes (CNT). One of the most exciting developments has been the discovery of single phase magnetoelectric/multiferroic hexaferrites, firstly \( \text{Ba}_2\text{Mg}_2\text{Fe}_{12}\text{O}_{22} \) \( \text{Y} \) ferrite at cryogenic temperatures, and now \( \text{Sr}_3\text{Co}_2\text{Fe}_{24}\text{O}_{41} \) \( \text{Z} \) ferrite at room temperature. Several \( \text{M} \), \( \text{Y} \), \( \text{Z} \) and \( \text{U} \) ferrites have now been characterized as room temperature multiferroics (Pullar, 2012).

Table 1.2.1. Chemical composition and interrelation of hexagonal ferrites (Umit Özgur et al., 2009)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hexaferrite type</th>
<th>Composition formula</th>
<th>(Chemical formula)</th>
<th>Stacking order(^a)</th>
<th>Interrelation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( \text{S} )-spinel</td>
<td>( 2\text{Me}^{2+}.2\text{Fe}_2\text{O}_4 ) or ( 2\text{MeO}.2\text{Fe}_2\text{O}_3 )</td>
<td>( \text{S} )</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \text{M} )</td>
<td>( \text{Ba}^{2+}\text{Fe}<em>{12}\text{O}</em>{19} ) or ( \text{BaO}.6\text{Fe}_2\text{O}_3 )</td>
<td>RSR<em>S</em></td>
<td></td>
<td>( \text{M} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \text{W} )</td>
<td>( \text{Ba}^{2+}\text{Me}^{2+}\text{Fe}<em>{16}\text{O}</em>{27} ) or ( \text{BaO}.2\text{MeO}.8\text{Fe}_2\text{O}_3 )</td>
<td>RSSR<em>S</em>S*</td>
<td></td>
<td>( \text{M} + \text{S} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \text{Y} )</td>
<td>( \text{Ba}^{2+}\text{Me}^{2+}\text{Fe}<em>{12}\text{O}</em>{22} ) or ( \text{BaO}.2\text{MeO}.8\text{Fe}_2\text{O}_3 )</td>
<td>TSTSTS</td>
<td></td>
<td>( \text{Y} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \text{Z} )</td>
<td>( \text{Ba}<em>3^{2+}\text{Me}^{2+}\text{Fe}</em>{24}\text{O}_{41} ) or ( 3\text{BaO}.2\text{MeO}.12\text{Fe}_2\text{O}_3 )</td>
<td>RSTSR<em>S</em>T<em>S</em></td>
<td></td>
<td>( \text{M} + \text{Y} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \text{U} )</td>
<td>( \text{Ba}<em>4^{2+}\text{Me}^{2+}\text{Fe}</em>{36}\text{O}_{60} ) or ( 4\text{BaO}.2\text{MeO}.18\text{Fe}_2\text{O}_3 )</td>
<td>RSR<em>S</em>T<em>S</em></td>
<td></td>
<td>( 2\text{M} + \text{Y} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \text{X} )</td>
<td>( \text{Ba}<em>2^{2+}\text{Me}^{2+}\text{Fe}</em>{28}\text{O}_{46} ) or ( 2\text{BaO}.2\text{MeO}.14\text{Fe}_2\text{O}_3 )</td>
<td>RSR<em>S</em>S*</td>
<td></td>
<td>( 2\text{M} + \text{S} )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\) Sub-units for stacking order, using \( \text{Me} = \text{Fe} \): \( \text{S} = \text{Fe}_6\text{O}_8 \) (spinel), \( \text{R} = \text{BaFe}_6\text{O}_{11} \) (hexagonal), and \( \text{T} = \text{Ba}_3\text{Fe}_8\text{O}_{14} \) (hexagonal). The asterisk (*) indicates that the corresponding sub-unit is rotated 180° around the hexagonal axis.

The crystalline structure of the hexagonal ferrites is the result of a close packing of oxygen ion layers. The divalent and trivalent metallic cations are located in interstitial sites of the structure, while the heavy Ba or Sr ions enter substitutionally the oxygen layers. All the known hexagonal ferrites have a crystalline structure which can be described as a superposition of three fundamental structural blocks: the so called \( \text{S} \), \( \text{R} \) and \( \text{T} \) blocks (fig. 1.2.2). The S
block results from a cubic close packing of two oxygen layers giving rise to the typical spinel structure. The R and T blocks instead result from a hexagonal close packing of three and four oxygen layers respectively with part of the oxygen substituted by barium. The metallic cations are distributed among several lattice sites, up to ten or more, different both from the crystallographic and the magnetic point of view and therefore play different roles in determining the magnetic properties of the hexagonal ferrites (Albanese, 1977).

Figure 1.2.2. The three fundamental structural blocks S, R and T of the hexagonal ferrites (Albanese, 1977)

1.2.1.2. Magnetic Properties

(i) Magnetism in hexagonal ferrites

All hexagonal ferrites contain at least one large metal 2+ ion (usually Ba$^{2+}$ or Sr$^{2+}$), which causes a slight perturbation in the lattice due to size differences,
and is responsible for the magnetocrystalline anisotropy (MCA) in hexaferrites. The most common hexagonal ferrites have a preferred axis of magnetization along the c-axis, so loose crystals in an applied field will align themselves with the c-axis parallel to the field, showing a different XRD pattern to randomly oriented samples. The magnetic properties are different if measured in the direction of alignment, $M_s$ saturates at a lower applied field and $H_c$ is larger if the field is applied parallel to the c-axis, compared to if a field is applied perpendicular to this “easy” axis. The ratio of $M_r/M_s$ for isotropic unaligned samples is around half that for well oriented samples (Smith and Wijn, 1959), and $T_c$ is also higher in the direction of the c-axis in oriented samples (Belov et al., 1965). The degree of this MCA is given by the crystalline anisotropy, $H_A$, in Am$^{-1}$, and the anisotropy constant $K_1$ is a measure of the difficulty to move the magnetization out of that direction in the crystal lattice. MCA is connected to the energy needed to turn a magnetization vector from the preferred low energy, or easy direction, to a difficult, higher energy orientation, represented by the anisotropy constants $K_1$ and $K_2$. For single hexagonal crystals the total anisotropy energy is given by the sum $\sum K = K_0 + K_1 \sin^2 \phi + K_2 \sin^4 \phi + \ldots$, where $K_0$ is the energy to magnetize the easy axis, and $\phi$ is the angle between the direction of magnetization and the c-axis (Heck, 1974). The higher order terms are not usually necessary for uniaxial ferrites, $K_0$ has a low value as the easy axis is a low energy orientation, and often even the second order term is not required.

(ii) Magnetic moments and superexchange in hexagonal ferrites

Each S block consists of two layers of four oxygen atoms with three cations between each layer, in octahedral and tetrahedral sites having opposing magnetic spins. There are four octahedral magnetic moments and two opposing tetrahedral moments, giving a net total of two moments. The R block has five octahedral moments, but due to the effects of the large barium atom two of them are really distorted tetrahedral sites and so they oppose the other three octahedral sites. The moment of the five-coordinate trigonal bipyramidal site is aligned with three of the octahedral moments as it is a distorted octahedral site, and so the total also results in a net of two moments. The T section has six octahedral and two tetrahedral moments, but again two of the octahedral moments are aligned with the tetrahedral, giving a net of zero magnetic moments. The tetrahedral sites are formed by the two barium atoms distorting two trigonal bipyramidal sites (Smith and Wijn, 1959).

Table 1.2.2. Magnetic spin in different lattice sites of S, R and T blocks

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Block</th>
<th>Magnetic spin</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S block</td>
<td>2↓ tetrahedral and 4↑ octahedral = 2↑</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R block</td>
<td>1↑ trigonal bipyramidal and 3↑ 2↓ octahedral = 2↑</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T block</td>
<td>2↓ tetrahedral and 4↑ 2↓ octahedral = 0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
These net values are only true if all the cations are Fe$^{3+}$, which has a magnetic moment of 5 $\mu_B$. For example in BaM, which consists of S + R, and therefore has a net magnetic moment of $4\uparrow = 20 \mu_B$ (Smith and Wijn, 1959). In ferrites other than M, and in doped M ferrites, some of the cations are other metals with different magnetic moments, which may occupy different sites depending upon composition and temperature, and may occupy on a fraction of the total number of a certain site. The opposing spins of the T block, which is antiferromagnetic if all the ions are identical, lead to the lower magnetic saturation values for the Y ferrites compared to the other hexagonal ferrites. This explains the many variations seen in the magnetic properties of the hexagonal ferrites with temperature and composition, but it also means that to calculate the magnetic moment of a compound the exact positions of all the cations must first be known.

In metals the spins are linked by exchange interactions between the magnetic moments of directly neighbouring atoms, and this short range interaction is negligible over longer distances. However, in ferrimagnetic ferrites the magnetic ions are separated from one another by oxygen atoms making them too far apart for direct exchange, and there are also shielding effects from the oxygen lattice. In 1948 the idea of superexchange was suggested, which involves the non-magnetic oxygen atoms in the interactions (Neel, 1948). The spins of opposing neighbouring ions are linked by interactions which take place via the intermediate oxygen atom (Me$_1$–O–Me$_2$), and this process is called superexchange. The magnitude of the exchange can be estimated from the Me$_1$–O–Me$_2$ distance and the angle formed by this, with a shorter distance and a larger angle strengthening the interaction. An angle of 180° gives the largest interaction and an angle of 90° the smallest, and the effect decreases rapidly with distance, becoming negligible over a Me–O distance of 3 Å (Anderson, 1950).

(iii) Grain size dependence of magnetic properties of hexagonal ferrites

A better sintered, and therefore denser, ferrite has more magnetic moments per unit volume and hence a higher $M_s$, but the heat treatment needed to maximize densification also usually results in grain growth giving a multi-domain particle with a lowered coercivity as some of the domains will oppose one another. Therefore, the optimization of magnetic properties in hexagonal ferrites is dependant upon the particle size of the starting material and the sintering conditions employed (Richter, 1968). A material with high $M_r$ and $H_c$ can be made by mixing nanosized powders of a high $M_r$ magnet such as a-iron and a high coercivity magnet such as Nd$_2$Fe$_{14}$B together, to form a composite magnet (Fischer and Kronmuller, 1998), and this would also work with ferrites. Clearly reducing the grain size to, or below, the domain size will raise the coercivity, but a material with magnetically aligned domains will also have a higher coercivity, and oriented single crystal materials will approach the theoretical maximum values permitted. The magnetization process under an applied field...
depends upon the size and shape of the ferrite particles. If it consists of plates under 5 μm the material is magnetically conditioned by rotational processes, with grain over 10 μm wall movement dominates, with the critical grain size falling at temperatures below room temperature (Sixtus et al., 1956).

1.2.2. Y-type hexaferrite \((\text{Ba}_2\text{Me}_2\text{Fe}_{12}\text{O}_{22})\)

1.2.2.1. Structural Properties

The molecular unit of Y ferrite is one S and one T unit, with a total of six layers, the unit cell consists of three of these units, with the length of the c-axis being 43.56 Å, and is a member of the space group R3m (Braun, 1957). The T block does not have a mirror plane, and therefore a series of three T blocks is required to accommodate the overlap of hexagonal and cubic close packed layers, with the relative positions of the barium atoms repeating every three T blocks. This gives the unit cell formula as simply 3(ST), and the structure is shown in fig. 1.2.3 (a).

The metallic cations are distributed among six sublattices as reported in table 2 where the basic spin orientation is also indicated. It is worth noting that inside the T block, three octahedral ions, belonging to \(6\text{c}_{\text{VI}}\) and \(3\text{b}_{\text{VI}}\), sublattices, lies on a vertical threefold axis, the central \(3\text{b}_{\text{VI}}\), ion sharing two faces of its coordination figure with the adjacent \(6\text{c}_{\text{VI}}\) ions. Such a configuration, as already pointed out, is responsible for a higher potential energy of the structure due to a stronger electrostatic repulsion between the cations; therefore such sites are likely to be preferred by low charge ions. As a consequence a non-magnetic \(\text{Me}^{2+}\) ions with a marked preference for the octahedral coordination may cause drastic changes in the magnetic configuration with respect to the usual Gorter scheme; indeed the occupation of either \(6\text{c}_{\text{VI}}\), or \(3\text{b}_{\text{VI}}\), by non-magnetic ions leads to the cancellation of the antiferromagnetic \(\text{b}_{\text{VI}}\text{-c}_{\text{IV}}^*\), interaction which is the strongest one in the Y-structure (Albanese, 1977).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sublattice</th>
<th>Coordination</th>
<th>Block</th>
<th>Number of ions per unit cell</th>
<th>Spin</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6 (\text{c}_{\text{IV}})</td>
<td>tetrahedral</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>down</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 (\text{a}_{\text{VI}})</td>
<td>octahedral</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>up</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18 (\text{h}_{\text{VI}})</td>
<td>octahedral</td>
<td>S-T</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>up</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 (\text{c}_{\text{VI}})</td>
<td>octahedral</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>down</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 (\text{c}_{\text{IV}}^*)</td>
<td>tetrahedral</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>down</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 (\text{b}_{\text{VI}})</td>
<td>octahedral</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>up</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1.2.3. Number of ions per unit formula, coordination and spin orientation for the various metallic sublattices of Y-structure (Albanese, 1977)
1.2.2. Magnetic Properties

The Y ferrites all have lower magnetization than the M ferrites, the highest being for Zn$_2$Y (18.4 μ$_B$, $M_s = 72$ A m$^2$ kg$^{-1}$ at 0 K) (Smith and Wijn, 1959), and getting lower in the sequence Zn > Mn > Co > Ni (Slowak et al., 1977). At room temperature, Zn$_2$Y has $M_s = 42$ A m$^2$ kg$^{-1}$, but the Curie point of Zn$_2$Y is only 130 °C, and it has a low crystalline anisotropy of only 716 kA m$^{-1}$ (9 kOe) (Smith and Wijn, 1959). Ni$_2$Y made by Sudakar et al. at only 950 °C was a very soft ferrite, with $M_s = 25.5$ A m$^2$ kg$^{-1}$, $H_c = 16$ kA m$^{-1}$ and a $T_c$ of 387 °C (Sudakar et al., 2003), and it has a higher $H_A$ of 1100 kA m$^{-1}$ (14 kOe) (Smith and Wijn, 1959).

Most Y ferrites and all the Co$_2$ ferrites are ferroxplana (Jonker et al., 1956, Lotgering et al., 1961), with a preferred direction of magnetization either in the hexagonal basal plane, or in a cone at an angle to the c-axis. As in the uniaxial ferrites the magnetization is locked rigidly in this orientation, but in the ferroxplana ferrites it can rotate within the plane or cone of magnetization. The first order anisotropy constant, $K_1$, is positive for the uniaxial ferrites, but negative for the ferroxplana ferrites, indicating that the magnetization is out of the c-axis. However, the second and third order constants $K_2$ and $K_3$ become more important and often must be considered with the ferroxplana ferrites. The $K_2$ constant is positive and relatively large (but $<-K_1$) in ferroxplana ferrites with the easy axis in the basal plane and therefore reduces the total anisotropy effect when added to a negative $K_1$ and with planar ferrites the anisotropy field.
in the basal plane, \( H_A \), is proportional to \( -(K_1 + 2K_2) \). In ferroplana ferrites with an easy cone of magnetization, although the third order constant, \( K_3 \) is positive, it is \( \sim 10^{-3} \) of the magnitude of \( K_1 \). Therefore, the negative \( K_1 \) usually still dominates in ferroplana ferrites, indicating an easy plane of magnetization.

To understand magnetic structures of the hexaferrite system, it is convenient to consider two kinds of structural blocks that are different from the T and S blocks mentioned above. One is the L block with large spin moments (\( \mu_L \)), and the other is the S block having small spin moments (\( \mu_S \)), as seen in fig. 1.2.3. Thus, the Y-type hexaferrite can be viewed as alternate stacks of the L and S blocks along the hexagonal c-axis. Within the respective blocks, the magnetic moments on Fe (and Me) sites lying in the ab plane plane are collinear and form a ferrimagnetic structure. The boundary of these blocks is located between the fourth \([\text{Fe}(4)]\) and fifth \([\text{Fe}(5)]\) layers. The number in parentheses is the layer number of ions (for example, \text{Fe}(4) means Fe at the fourth layer). The superexchange interaction across the boundary of these blocks, \text{Fe}(4)-O(2)-\text{Fe}(5), is reinforced by replacing Ba with Sr (Pollert, 1985; Kimura, 2012).

1.2.2.3. Substituted Y ferrites

\( \text{Sr}_2\text{Zn}_2\text{Y} \) showed a strange, non-collinear magnetic structuring due to the \( \text{Sr}^{2+} \) ion distorting the lattice (Perekalina et al., 1970), and therefore the replacement of barium with strontium in Y ferrites steadily reduced the permeability, but a 50% substitution of lead increased it dramatically (Castelliz et al., 1969). Kimura et al. reported in 2005 (Kimura et al., 2005) that single crystals of \( \text{Ba}_{2-x}\text{Sr}_x\text{Zn}_2\text{Y} \) form a non-collinear helical spin structure for values of x between 1.0 – 1.6, which is modulated by applied magnetic field, producing a Y ferrite with exciting ME properties near room temperature when a field of 1 – 1.5 T is applied (x = 1.5). This step wise change in \( M_\parallel \) with applied magnetic field in a pure phase hexaplana ferrite appears to be an indication of such a change in magnetic structure, and signals it out as of interest for future investigation. Ferroelectricity was also observed in \( \text{Ba}_2\text{Mg}_2\text{Fe}_{12}\text{O}_{22} \) and \( \text{Ba}_2(\text{Mg}_{1-x}\text{Zn}_x)_2\text{Fe}_{12}\text{O}_{22} \) Y-type hexaferrites, where the critical magnetic field to induce the ferroelectricity was dramatically reduced to 30 mT (Ishiwata et al., 2008; Chun et al., 2010). Chun and coworkers (2010) partially substituted Fe with Al in \( \text{Ba}_{0.5}\text{Sr}_{1.5}\text{Zn}_2(\text{Fe}_{1-x}\text{Al}_x)_{12}\text{O}_{22} \) and successfully induced the ferroelectric phase at 1 mT.

Because Ba (or Sr) ions are situated near two Fe sites (Fe(4) and Fe(5)), the substitution of small Sr for large Ba causes the change in the Fe(4)-O(2)-Fe(5) bond angle. For example, the Fe(4)-O(2)-Fe(5) bond angles in Sr-free \( \text{Ba}_2\text{Zn}_2\text{Fe}_{12}\text{O}_{22} \) and \( \text{Ba}_{2-x}\text{Sr}_x\text{Zn}_2\text{Fe}_{12}\text{O}_{22} \) (x = 1.5) are 113° and 118°, respectively (Utsumi et al., 2007). The Sr-free crystal shows a collinearly ferrimagnetic order at \( T_N = 392 \text{ K} \) with the parallel arrangement of the Fe(4) and Fe(5) moments (Gorter, 1957), whereas in the Sr-rich (x > 1.0) samples the angle between Fe(4) and Fe(5) moments (\( \phi/2 \)) becomes finite at room temperature,
then the system shows a proper-screw magnetic structure consisting of the L and S blocks (Momozawa et al., 1985; Momozawa, 1986) at the ground state, as illustrated in fig. 1.2.3 (b). For example, the $\phi$, i.e., turn angle of helix, in an $x = 1.5$ single crystal ($T_N \approx 330$ K) is $83.4^o$ at 8 K (Momozawa and Yamaguchi, 1993). Thus, the increase of the bond angle causes the magnetic frustration at the boundary between the L and S blocks, and then stabilizes a noncollinear screw magnetic structure. It is interesting to note that the T block, which contains the Fe(4)-O(2)-Fe(5) bonds, is key to producing the noncollinear screw structure in the Y-type hexaferrite. This screw magnetic structure in Sr-rich Ba$_{2-x}$Sr$_x$Zn$_2$Fe$_{12}$O$_{22}$ does not allow magnetically induced polarization due to the inverse DM mechanism. The inverse effect of the antisymmetric DM interaction (Dzyaloshinskii, 1958; Moriya, 1960) is that in which two noncollinearly coupled magnetic moments displace the ligand intervening between them through the electron-lattice interaction (Sergienko and Dagotto, 2006). However, by the application of a magnetic field perpendicular to the c axis, the system undergoes successive metamagnetic transitions (Momozawa and Yamaguchi, 1993; Momozawa et al., 1985) and shows concomitant magnetically induced polarization in some of the magnetic field-induced phases (Kimura et al., 2005).

In substitutions of Co with Zn to give the compound Co$_{1-x}$Zn$_x$Y fired at 1000 °C/10 h, $T_C$ falls linearly from 340 °C ($x = 0$) to 100 °C ($x = 1$). The $M_s$ values increased with addition, but they were lower than expected with $M_s = 26.6$ (instead of 34) and 32.9 (instead of 42) A m$^{-2}$ kg$^{-1}$ for $x = 0$ and 1 respectively (Lee et al., 1996). Zinc weakens the super interactions and lowers $T_c$, but there is no change in the spin directions so the net magnetic moment increases with addition. $M_s$ showed a peak of 34.9 e A m$^{-2}$ kg$^{-1}$ at $x = 0.75$, but this was attributed to thermal agitation of the $x = 1$ compound at room temperature as $M_s$ showed a steady increase when measured at 77 K. The low $M_s$ and $T_C$ values also suggest that perhaps the material was not single phase Y. When made from the coprecipitation of superparamagnetic $\delta$-FeOOH and heated to 1200 °C, Zn$_2$Y was produced in which the grain size = 2 µm, $M_s = 32.7$ A m$^{-2}$ kg$^{-1}$ and $M_r/M_s = 0.06$ (Kim et al., 1992). Other studies of the Co$_{1-x}$Zn$_x$Y system showed similar trends in $M_s$ values, and $H_c$ values decreasing steadily with $x$ from $\sim 12.7$ kA m$^{-1}$ for Co$_2$Y to $< 4$ kA m$^{-1}$ for Zn$_2$Y (Bai et al., 2003). Zn$_{1.2}$Cu$_{0.8}$Y sintered at 1050 °C ($\rho = 5.12$ g cm$^{-3}$) was reported has having $M_s = 34.5$ A m$^{-2}$ kg$^{-1}$, $M_r = 4.05$ A m$^{-2}$ kg$^{-1}$ and $H_c = 6.8$ kA m$^{-1}$, and in Zn$_{1.2-2x}$Co$_{2x}$Cu$_{0.8}$Y these values increased slightly with a small addition of Co$^{2+}$ up to $x = 0.1$, as did the density (Bai et al., 2004).

ZnMnY was found to have a volume magnetization of 183 kA m$^{-1}$, $H_A = 756$ kA m$^{-1}$ and $H_c = 1.43$ kA m$^{-1}$ (Obol and Vittoria, 2003). Other substituted Y ferrites reported by the same authors, made by the flux melt method in BaCO$_3$/B$_2$O$_3$ glass at 1200 °C, include Co$_{0.25}$Zn$_{1.75}$Y ($H_A = 1151$ kA m$^{-1}$, volume magnetization of 159 kA m$^{-1}$, and $H_c = 0.318$ kA m$^{-1}$) and Mn$_{0.25}$Co$_{0.75}$ZnY ($H_A = 1958$ kA m$^{-1}$, volume magnetization of 159 kA m$^{-1}$, and $H_c = 318$ kA m$^{-1}$), very soft ferrites with extremely small $H_c$ values (Obol and Vittoria, 2003).
Although magnetic ordering temperatures of these Y-type hexaferrites are above room temperature, their ME effects can be observed only up to ~110 K (Kimura et al., 2005). This is mainly because these hexaferrites are not sufficiently insulating to sustain a substantial macroscopic ferroelectric polarization above ~130 K. Related to this conductive nature, the relative dielectric constant and loss tangent of the Y-type hexaferrite significantly increase with increasing temperature. It has been reported that a postannealing procedure in an oxygen atmosphere enhances the electrical resistivity of the Y-type hexaferrite (Chai et al., 2009). Nevertheless, the annealed sample is not still sufficiently insulating to sustain a substantial electric polarization at higher temperatures (Kimura et al., 2012).

1.3. Ferromagnetism in non-magnetic zirconium dioxide by transition metal and non-magnetic dopants

1.3.1. Zirconia

Zirconium dioxide (ZrO$_2$) also known as zirconia, is a white crystalline oxide of zirconium and a non magnetic material. Its most naturally occurring form with a monoclinic crystalline structure is the mineral baddeleyite. At atmospheric pressure pure zirconia may exist as one of three phases: cubic, tetragonal and monoclinic (Ruff and Ebert, 1929; Murray and Allison, 1954; Lynch et al., 1961; Patil and Rao, 1970; Maiti et al., 1972; Hueur and Riihle, 1984). A high-pressure allotropic form of zirconia (orthorhombic) has also been reported; this phase is metastable at atmospheric pressure and reverts to the monoclinic form by such a mild treatment as grinding in a mortar (Suyama et al., 1985). Pure zirconia undergoes a number of reversible phase transitions during heat treatment. Control over the stability is achieved by doping zirconia with one or more of the fluorite stabilizer oxides (Mustafa, 1997), CaO (Kumar et al., 1995), MgO (Hughan and Hannink, 1986), Y$_2$O$_3$ (Luo and Stevens, 1999) and CeO$_2$ (Yin et al., 1999) are used to achieve either fully or partially stabilized zirconia. The very high melting temperature of zirconia makes it a prime candidate for refractory applications. Zirconia is a candidate material for components that are subjected to high thermal shock resistance, high temperature and corrosive environments. Zirconia has been utilized in seals, engines, cutting tools, sensors, and thermal barrier coatings (Schwartz, 1992). Stabilized zirconia is used in oxygen sensors and fuel cell membranes because it has the ability to allow oxygen ions to move freely through the crystal structure at high temperatures. This high ionic conductivity (and a low electronic conductivity) makes it one of the most useful electroceramics (Nielsen, 2005).
1.3.2. Crystal structure

The three well-known structural forms of zirconia are monoclinic, tetragonal, and cubic phase, which are discussed below.

1.3.2.1. Cubic Phase

The Cubic phase, c-ZrO\textsubscript{2}, is the simplest structure formed by pure zirconia and is stable from the melting point at 2710 °C to 2380 °C (Baker, 1992). The structure is based on the fluorite (CaF\textsubscript{2}) structure, in which each zirconium atom is coordinated by 8 equidistant oxygen atoms. This can be visualized by cations occupying FCC positions in a cubic lattice, with eight interstitial oxygen atoms and a large vacancy in the centre, as shown in fig. 1.3.1 (a). The space group of this structure is Fm-3m (No. 225), with Zr and O located at 0 0 0 and \( \frac{1}{4} \frac{1}{4} \frac{1}{4} \) positions respectively. The lattice parameter ‘a’ is approximately 5.15 Å, which when extrapolated to room temperature, becomes approximately 5.12 Å (Kisi and Howard, 1998).

Figure 1.3.1. Unit cell of (a) cubic, (b) tetragonal, (c) monoclinic phase zirconia, (Zirconium atoms are red, oxygen atoms are blue)

1.3.2.2. Tetragonal Phase

The tetragonal phase, t-ZrO\textsubscript{2}, is thermodynamically stable in bulk zirconia from 2380 °C to approximately 1100 °C. It is closely related to the cubic structure, as shown in fig. 1.3.1 (b), but differs in two respects. Firstly, there is a distortion in the lattice, corresponding to a slight elongation along the c-axis. Secondly, there is a displacement of columns of oxygen atoms alternately up or down the c-axis. The effect is to move four oxygen neighbours closer to the zirconium atom, and the other four oxygen neighbours away from it. The interdependent distortions are required to prevent O-O contact (Kisi and Howard, 1998). Each zirconium atom maintains its eight-fold coordination of oxygen: four oxygen atoms at a distance of ~ 2.1 Å and four at a distance of ~ 2.3 Å. It is important to note that
the outer oxygen neighbours for one zirconium atom, are also the inner neighbours for neighbouring zirconium atoms.

The space group of the body-centered primitive unit cell is $\text{P4}_2/\text{nm}c$ (No. 137), with approximate dimensions $a = 3.6 \text{ Å}$ and $c = 5.2 \text{ Å}$, and the assignment of diffraction peaks etc., is generally made using this unit cell. The tetragonal phase can also be indexed to a higher symmetry face-centered supercell has a parallel c-axis and the same c value as the primitive unit cell, and a and b axes at 45° to those of the primitive unit cell.

The positions of the zirconium and oxygen atoms in the primitive unit cell are table 1.3.1. The zirconium atoms are fixed with respect to their unit cell positions, while the position of the oxygen atoms in the c-axis, $z$, can vary. The oxygen atoms in the undistorted cubic structure have an equivalent position of $z = 1/4$, so the above-mentioned displacement of the oxygen atoms along the c-axis can be defined as $\delta = 1/4 - z$ (Kisi and Howard, 1998).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Atom</th>
<th>Wyckoff letter</th>
<th>Positions in unit cell</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Zr</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>0, 0, 0; 1/2, 1/2, 1/2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>0, 1/2, z; 1/2, 0, -z; 0, 1/2 +z; 1/2, 0, -z</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The diffraction pattern of the tetragonal phase is almost identical to that of the cubic phase, except for the ‘splitting’ of a number of peaks to form doublets, caused by the slight elongation of the c-axis. When the peaks are broad, for instance due to small crystal size, it can be difficult to distinguish the diffraction patterns of the two phases unless the high-angle peaks are examined (Nishizawa et al., 1982; Yashima et al., 1996) or vibrational spectroscopy is used (Srinivasan et al., 1991).

1.3.2.3. Monoclinic Phase

The monoclinic phase (m) is thermodynamically stable in bulk zirconia at temperatures below approximately 1100 °C. The unit cell (fig. 1.3.1 (c)) can be described as a distorted cubic cell, although the structure is significantly more complex than that of the cubic and tetragonal phases. Unlike the simpler phases, each zirconium atom in the monoclinic structure is coordinated by 7 oxygen atoms, with bond lengths varying from 2.04 – 2.26 Å, and with a range of O-Zr-O bond angles (Smith and Newkirk, 1965). The oxygen atoms are arranged in two parallel (1 0 0) planes, separated by layers of zirconium atoms. The structure is indexed with the space group $\text{P2}_1/c$ (Yoshimura, 1988). The unit cell parameters at room temperature vary somewhat between studies (Smith and Newkirk, 1965; Hill and Cranswick, 1994; Howard et al., 1988; Hann et al., 1985; Adam and Rogers, 1959). The value treated as authoritative for a recent
round-robin on powder diffraction (Hill and Cranswick, 1994) are listed in table 1.3.2.

Table 1.3.2. The unit cell parameters of ZrO$_2$ at room temperature in monoclinic phase

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a</td>
<td>5.1454 (5) Å</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b</td>
<td>5.2075 (5) Å</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c</td>
<td>5.3107 (5) Å</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\beta$</td>
<td>99.23 (8)$^\circ$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1.3.2.4. Phase stabilization

It is well known that the addition of relatively small amount of certain other oxides into zirconia will drastically alter the relative stability of the phases (Kisi and Howard, 1998; Yoshimura, 1988; Heuer et al., 1988; Garvie, 1988). The transformation temperature lowered and the tetragonal or cubic phases may become stable or metastable at ambient temperature. The dopant oxides that achieve this effect are usually oxides of divalent or trivalent metals, such as MgO, CaO, Y$_2$O$_3$ or lanthanide oxides. Zirconia that is partially stabilized (PSZ), containing a mixture of phases, is an important engineering ceramic with a high toughness. This toughness is derived from the transformation of metastable tetragonal crystal into the monoclinic phase (Kisi and Howard, 1998; Butler, 1985).

The mechanism for stabilization is generally associated with the presence of oxygen vacancies in the lattice. These are created to balance the charge of the di- or trivalent cations which are substituted on the Zr$^{4+}$ sites. The anion vacancy sites are, in effect, positively charged, so that neighboring oxygen anions move closer to the vacancy and cations are displaced outward, permitting relaxation of the lattice structure. Although it is generally thought that this mechanism is largely responsible for the stabilization of the cubic phase (Kisi and Howard, 1998; Withers et al., 1995), it remains uncertain what role oxygen vacancies play in the stabilization of the tetragonal phase (Kisi and Howard, 1998; Lu et al., 1997). Other critical factors include the size of the stabilizing cation and the crystal structure of the stabilizing oxide (Kisi and Howard, 1998; Yoshimura, 1988; Howard et al., 1998; Kim, 1997).

1.3.3. Magnetism in non magnetic oxides

Dilute magnetic semiconductors (DMS) have attracted vast interest in the last decade because of the possibility of assembling charge and spin degrees of freedom in a single substance. That makes them promising candidates for technological applications in spintronic devices, utilizing both the electronic
charge as well as their spins (Ohno, 1998; Dietl et al., 2000; Matsumoto et al., 2001). With this hope to realize spintronic devices such as spin valves, spin transistors, spin light-emitting diodes (LEDs), ultrafast optical switches, etc, a significant amount of research effort has been focused on discovering materials suitable for these applications. A large number of transition metal (TM) doped oxides have been examined since the first prediction of ferromagnetism in Mn-doped ZnO by Dietl et al in 2000 (Dietl et al., 2000). A remarkable amount of research has been carried out to understand the nature of magnetism in TM-doped oxide systems, such as ZnO, TiO$_2$, HfO$_2$, CeO$_2$, SnO$_2$ and In$_2$O$_3$ (Sharma et al., 2003; Bryan et al., 2004; Coey, et al., 2005; Wen et al., 2007; Ogale et al., 2003; Philip et al., 2004). However, the experimental search for ferromagnetism in TM-doped oxide materials has not yet resulted in reproducible and homogeneous magnetic materials.

Interestingly, ferromagnetism has been suggested to be possible even in systems that do not contain magnetic impurities, materials often referred to as $d0$ or intrinsic ferromagnets (Bouzerar and Ziman, 2006; M’aca et al., 2008). Experimentally, it has been shown that thin films of HfO$_2$ and ZnO (Venkatesan et al., 2004; Venkatesan et al., 2004) exhibit such type of ferromagnetism with a rather high Curie temperature ($T_c$). The ferromagnetism with high Curie temperature was also proposed by substitution of the four-valent cation $A^{4+}$ in dioxides such as $AO_2$ ($A = Ti$, Zr, or Hf) by a monovalent cation of group 1A of the periodic table (M’aca et al., 2008). HfO$_2$ and ZrO$_2$ are both wide-band insulating materials with a high dielectric constant; the possibility of making them ferromagnetic could widen their possible application in the emerging field of spintronics.

Recent theoretical studies also predicted high-temperature ferromagnetism in TM-doped cubic zirconia (Ostanin et al., 2007) and K-doped ZrO$_2$ (M’aca et al., 2008). However, doping with Cu (Dutta et al., 2008), Cr (Ostanin et al., 2007) or Ca (M’aca et al., 2008) in ZrO$_2$ can result in paramagnetism, antiferromagnetic or non-magnetic ground states, respectively. According to these theories, single oxygen vacancy induces local magnetic moments on the neighbouring oxygen atoms, which then interact with extended exchange coupling. Motivated by these promising theoretical predictions of ferromagnetism in doped ZrO$_2$, a few experimental works have been carried out to confirm the room-temperature ferromagnetism in Zr$_{1-x}$Mn$_x$O$_2$ (Yu et al., 2008; Dimri et al., 2011; Hong et al., 2012) and Zr$_{1-x}$Fe$_x$O$_2$ (Clavel et al., 2008). However, experimental results were controversial in these studies, and ferromagnetism was not shown up to the level, which has been predicted.

1.4. Perovskite Manganites

The perovskite manganites have been extensively studied for their novel properties and potential applications (Millis, 1998). Perovskite is a group of materials that represents similar crystal structure as its prototype calcium
titanium oxide, CaTiO$_3$. Perovskite minerals were first discovered in Ural Mountains of Russia and were named after Russian mineralogist L. A. Perovski. Perovskite-type materials can be represented by their general formula as ABX$_3$ where, A and B are any two different sized cations and X is the anion bonding them. Most of the perovskites contain oxygen as the anion. Hence, perovskite oxides can be presented by their general formula as ABO$_3$. In perovskite oxides, the A ion can be a rare earth element, alkali element or other large ion like Pb$^{2+}$, Bi$^{3+}$; which can fit into the dodecahedron frame and B ions can be 3d, 4d or 5d transition metal ions placing themselves at the octahedral sites as shown in fig. 1.4.1.

![Figure 1.4.1. Representation of the crystal structure of perovskite oxide](image)

Generally, perovskite oxides can only be formed if the tolerance factor, T, ranges between 0.8 - 1.0 (Goldschmidt, 1927-1928). The tolerance factor, T, is given by

\[
T = \frac{(R_a+R_o)}{\sqrt{2} (R_b+R_o)}
\]

(1.4.1)

where, R$_a$ and R$_b$ are the atomic radii of A and B cations and R$_o$ is the ionic radius of oxygen. Ideal perovskite oxides have all the atomic states filled. Electrons cannot move freely through the crystal as the atoms are bonded with strong ionic bonds. This makes the perovskite electrically insulating. Also, perovskites are cubic and isotropic. The unusual and interesting properties of perovskite oxides, as mentioned before, come into play when there is distortion in lattice structure differing from the ideal one. If the tolerance factor, T, is differed from its range, i.e., if the radius of ion A is very large compared to ion B, then, the octahedral structure of B ions gets tilted leading to the distortion in
lattice. The symmetry of the lattice gets affected resulting in altering the electrical, optical, elastic, magnetic properties. Some tilted perovskites contain a B atom at the center of their octahedron structure. In some other perovskites, the positions of B cations is shifted resulting in ferroelectricity due to electric polarity of the crystals. BaSrTiO₃ can be an example of this type.

The structure of perovskite manganites always deviates from the ideal cubic structure by both the rotation of MnO₆ octahedron and the stretch of the Mn-O bond (Solovyev et al., 1996). Properties of the perovskite also can be varied by substituting either A or B ions with different ions. Lanthanum strontium manganite (La₁₋ₓSrₓMnO₃) is one example where A cation lanthanum is substituted by strontium. PZT is an example of replacement of B cation where some amount of titanium is replaced by zirconium. (Sakhalkar, 2009)

### 1.4.1. Lanthanum Manganite

Lanthanum manganite (LaMnO₃) with perovskite structure have gained much attention in the last two decades due to their colossal magneto-resistance (CMR) effect, complex magnetic behaviour and interesting physical properties (Tokura et al., 1996; Mills, 1998; De et al., 2005; Nakayama et al., 2003; Siwach et al., 2008). These effects are believed to arise due to strong coupling among the charge, lattice and spin degrees of freedom. Defects, doping and electronic stabilities play crucial role in determining the materials properties (Ritter et al., 1997, Kim and Christen, 2010). Even without cation doping, LMO has a very rich phase diagram due to its oxygen nonstoichiometry (Salamon and Jaime, 2001; Töpfer and Goodenough, 1997). Some important properties of this material are discussed in following sections.

#### 1.4.1.1. LaMnO₃ Electronic Structure (Jahn-Teller effect)

Undoped lanthanum manganite having chemical formula La³⁺Mn³⁺O₃²⁻ is a transition-metal oxide with the perovskite structure, the 3d transition metal ion (i.e. Mn ion) is surrounded by six oxygen ions, as shown in fig. 1.4.1. Due to the crystal-field effects, the 3d bands split into an e₈ doublet and a t₂g triplet degeneracy. The lower lying orbitals, t₂g states, are dₓ²₋ᵧ², dᵧ² and dₓz, while the higher lying one, e₈ are dₓ²₋ᵧ² and d₃z²₋r². The crystal field splitting between e₈ and t₂g states is about 1 eV. The e₈ orbitals are oriented towards the neighboring oxygen atoms while t₂g states have nodes in that direction suggesting that only e₈ orbitals can intermix with oxygen p-orbitals (Helmholt et al., 1993). The degeneracy of e₈ and t₂g orbitals can be lifted due to the orbital-lattice interaction called the Jahn-Teller effect. For example, when the oxygens in z-axis move toward or away from the transition metal ion, the local symmetry is broken and the e₈-orbital degeneracy splits into the dₓ²₋ᵧ² and d₃z²₋r² orbitals. Because the strong hybridization with ligands, e₈ electrons have a strong Jahn-Teller effect. However, for the t₂g orbital, the orbital degeneracy is associated with the weaker π-bonding. Therefore the energy splitting of t₂g orbital is less
than that of $e_g$ orbital. The $d_{yz}$ and $d_{zx}$ orbitals are still degenerate by symmetry. Only $d_{xy}$ orbital will have a different energy. The Jahn-Teller effect thus reduces the total energy. For example, as shown in fig. 1.4.2, a distortion in which the oxygen ions in the $\pm z$ direction move away from the transition metal ion and the others in the $x$ and $y$ direction move closer will make the energy of $d_{x^2-y^2}$ orbital higher than that of $d_{3z^2-r^2}$ orbital. For Mn$^{3+}$, there are four electrons in the 3d energy band, three in the $t_{2g}$ and the other in the $e_g$. The energy of $d_{3z^2-r^2}$ orbital with the Jahn-Teller effect is reduced. In addition, the cooperative Jahn-Teller effect will cause an orbital order.

According to Hund’s rule, all the d electrons on a Mn ion must have same spin means all the three electrons in the $t_{2g}$ states will have the same spin. Also, one electron in $e_g$ state should also have same spin as in electrons in $t_{2g}$ state. Also, Jahn-Teller effect should has considered here for the distortion of the crystal. The Jahn-Teller theorem states that any non-linear molecular system in a degenerate electronic state will be unstable and will undergo distortion to form a system of lower symmetry and lower energy, thereby removing the degeneracy. With an electron in the $e_g$ state, this will lower the energy of the system (Helmholt et al., 1993).

![Figure 1.4.2. Schematic figure of the 3d band of the transition metal ion with an octahedral crystal field and the Jahn-Teller effect](image)

1.4.1.2. Double Exchange

The correlation between the electrical conductivity and ferromagnetism was introduced by Jonker and Van Santen (Van Santen and Jonker, 1950) through the theory of double exchange proposed by Zener (Zener, 1951). This theory predicts that an electron may be exchanged between two species and has important implications for whether materials are ferromagnetic,
antiferromagnetic or neither with relative ease. In the double exchange phenomenon \( \text{Mn}^{3+}-\text{O- Mn}^{4+} \) and \( \text{Mn}^{4+}-\text{O- Mn}^{3+} \) bonds degenerate, leads to delocalization of the electron at \( \text{Mn}^{4+} \) site. The delocalization of electron at \( \text{Mn}^{4+} \) site lowers the energy of system and there is an energy gain by aligning the \( t_{2g} \) spins. The delocalization of electron at \( \text{Mn}^{4+} \) site can be shown as fig. 1.4.3.

Undoped LMO is an insulator at room temperature because all Mn ions have one electron in the lower \( e_g \) level. An electron needs to go to the higher \( e_g \) level to move from \( \text{Mn}^{3+} \) site to \( \text{Mn}^{4+} \) site. Under the Neel temperature, the energy of this barrier gets lower and the spin canted ferromagnetism induces in LMO.

![Figure 1.4.3. Representation of Double Exchange Mechanism](image-url)

In ferromagnetism (fig. 1.4.4 (a)), the exchange energy is minimized when all the spins are parallel as occurs in pure iron. When spins are perfectly antiparallel (antiferromagnetism, fig. 1.4.4 (b)), there is no net magnetic moment, as occurs in ilmenite. Occasionally the antiferromagnetic spins are not perfectly aligned in an antiparallel orientation, but are canted by a few degrees. This spin-canting (fig. 1.4.4 (c)) gives rise to a weak net moment, as occurs in hematite, a common magnetic mineral.

![Figure 1.4.4. Types of spin alignment in ferromagnetism (a) ferromagnetism, (b) antiferromagnetism, (c) spin-canted antiferromagnetism, (d) defected anti-ferromagnetism, (e) ferrimagnetism](image-url)
As doping percentage in LMO increases, more numbers of Mn$^{3+}$- Mn$^{4+}$ pairs will lead to ferromagnetism. The relationship between electrical conductivity and percentage of Mn$^{4+}$ was given by Zener (Zener, 1951) as,

$$\sigma = (xe^2/\alpha h) \left( T_c/T \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (1.4.2)

where, $T$ is temperature, $T_c$ is Curie temperature, $\alpha$ is lattice parameter and $x$ is fraction of Mn$^{4+}$ ions.

The Mn-O-Mn bond is not usually ideal 180°, as the perovskite structure is not perfect. The bond length and bond angle plays a major role in the manganites properties like magnetism and conductivity. Batlogg and coworkers (Hwang et al., 1995) showed that, it is possible to vary the ionic radius of the ion at A-site perovskite by using different trivalent rare earth element ions. Their experiments showed that, with increase in radius of A-site ion, temperature for metal insulator transition $T_{mi}$ also increased. By increasing the A-site radius, the rotations of the octahedrons become smaller and Mn-O-Mn bond angle close to 180°. Zhang and coworkers (Wang and Zhang, 2002) compared the effects of applying external pressure to undoped LMO to the application of phase change and the change in lattice parameter and lattice structure. They showed that application of external pressure of 10 kbar and 15 kbar leads to phase transition in undoped LMO and transition temperature varies with the amount of pressure applied. The decrease in cell volume caused by the isostatic pressure will reduce the ionic size mismatch, which will decrease the rotation of oxygen octahedron, getting $\theta$ closer to 180°.

1.4.1.3. Superexchange Interaction

Superexchange (or Kramers–Anderson superexchange) is the strong (usually) antiferromagnetic coupling between two next-to-nearest neighbor cations through a non-magnetic anion. In this way, it differs from direct exchange in which there is coupling between nearest neighbor cations not involving an intermediary anion. Superexchange is a result of the electrons having come from the same donor atom and being coupled with the receiving ions spins. If the two next-to-nearest neighbor positive (Mn) ions are connected at 90° to the bridging non-magnetic anion (O), then the interaction can be a ferromagnetic interaction. Superexchange was proposed by Hendrik Kramers in 1934 when he noticed in crystals like MnO that there are Mn atoms that manage to interact with one another despite having nonmagnetic oxygen atoms between them (fig. 1.4.5) (Kramers, 1934). Phillip Anderson later refined Kramers' model in 1950 (Anderson, 1950).

A set of semi-empirical rules were developed by John B. Goodenough and Junjiro Kanamori in the 1950s (Goodenough, 1955; Goodenough, 1958; Kanamori, 1959). These rules are known as the Goodenough-Kanamori rules, which are based on the symmetry relations and electron occupancy of the overlapping atomic orbitals. Essentially, the Pauli Exclusion Principle dictates
that between two magnetic ions with half-occupied orbitals, which couple through an intermediary non-magnetic ion (e.g. O\(^2^-\)), the superexchange will be strongly anti-ferromagnetic while the coupling between an ion with a filled orbital and one with a half-filled orbital will be ferromagnetic. The coupling between an ion with either a half-filled or filled orbital and one with a vacant orbital can be either antiferromagnetic or ferromagnetic, but generally favors ferromagnetic (Lalena and Cleary, 2010). When multiple types of interactions are present simultaneously, the antiferromagnetic one is generally dominant since it is independent of the intra-atomic exchange term (Weihe and Güdel, 1997). For simple cases, the Goodenough-Kanamori rules readily allow the prediction of the net magnetic exchange expected for the coupling between ions. Complications begin to arise in various situations: (1) when direct exchange and superexchange mechanisms compete with one another, (2) when the cation-anion-cation bond angle deviates away from 180°, (3) when the electron occupancy of the orbitals is non-static or dynamical and (4) when spin-orbit coupling becomes important.

![Mn-O-Mn](image)

Fig. 1.4.5. Representation of superexchange for MnO

1.4.1.4. Crystal structure

The ideal structure of lanthanum manganite is perovskite cubic with lattice parameter a = 0.387 nm. If there is a deviation from the difference in radii of A and B site ions (Goldschmidt Tolerance Factor), then new unit cell will be of different type due to change in crystal symmetry. Coey and Viret (Coey and Viret, 1999) showed that, the Jahn-Teller effect causes distortion by elongating oxygen octahedron in some direction. Also, with a larger misfit of ionic sizes, there will be buckling of MnO\(_6\) octahedron to an orthorhombic structure. The structure of lanthanum manganite thin films depends upon substrate crystal structure as well as film processing parameters.
1.4.1.5. Electronic Transport

The resistivity vs. temperature curve for typical calcium doped LMO is as shown in fig. 1.4.6. The curve shows two distinct regions. The region at the lower temperatures, showing increase in resistance with temperature and the region at high temperature showing decrease in resistivity with temperature. Below the peak resistivity the sample shows the metallic behavior and semiconducting above. The sample is ferromagnetic in the metallic region and paramagnetic in the semiconducting region. Temperature at the maximum slope is called the transition temperature $T_{tr}$, this temperature is close to the ferromagnetic ordering temperature $T_c$.

![Resistivity vs. Temperature Curve](image)

Figure 1.4.6. Temperature vs. resistivity curve for a typical epitaxial La$_{0.67}$Ca$_{0.33}$MnO$_3$

For the temperature vs. resistivity curve, the resistivity, plotted as $\log \rho$ versus $1/T$ follows straight line, showing activated behavior,

$$\rho(T) \propto e_o^{E/kT}$$  \hspace{1cm} (1.4.3)

where $e_o$ is the activation energy and $k$ is Boltzmann constant in the paramagnetic region (Van Santen and Jonker, 1950). In the ferromagnetic region, the resistivity has been found to be described as

$$\rho(T) = \rho_0 + AT^2 + BT^{4.5}$$  \hspace{1cm} (1.4.4)

Kubo and Ohata (Kubo and Ohata, 1972) in their work showed that the term $T^{4.5}$ is caused by two magnon process. Since the charge carriers at low temperature are spin-polarized, first order spin-wave interactions will decrease exponentially with temperature. Such processes would give a $T^2$ behavior of the resistivity.
Therefore it has been suggested that the $T^2$ term comes from electron-electron scattering.

### 1.4.1.6. Magnetic properties

The stoichiometric LaMnO$_3$ end member contains only Mn$^{3+}$ magnetic ions which arrange themselves in the A-type planar antiferromagnetic structure (fig. 1.4.7 (A)) with a Neel temperature $T_N = 140$ K. The arrangement in the a-b plane is ferromagnetic (spins in plane with the moments parallel to the orthorhombic b-axis in the Pbnm space group (a-axis in Pnma)) but successive planes are coupled antiferromagnetically (Wollan and Koehler, 1955; Elemans et al., 1971). The moment in the A mode is $3.87 \mu_B$ in-plane and intraplane exchange parameters have been determined by inelastic neutron scattering. There may be a weak moment along the c-axis (Matsumoto, 1970; Anane, 1998) attributed in the stoichiometric compound to the Dzyaloshinsky-Moriya (Dzyaloshinsky, 1958; Moriya, 1960) interaction (Dzyaloshinsky-Moriya (DM) interaction: antisymmetric, anisotropic exchange coupling between two magnetic moments on a lattice bond with no inversion center). Precise measurements on untwinned single crystals at 20 K have shown that there is a moment of 0.18 $\mu_B$/Mn along the c-axis but no moment was measured along the a- or b-axes. A narrow peak in the susceptibility at $T_N$ is characteristic of a canted antiferromagnet (Coey et al., 1999).

Cation-deficient lanthanum manganites $(\text{LaMn})_{1-\delta}\text{O}_3$ are antiferromagnetic, orthorhombic and insulating when $\delta < 0.03$, but compounds with $\delta > 0.03$ are ferromagnetic with a spin-only moment of up to 3.8 $\mu_B$ per manganese atom (Ranno et al., 1996; Mahendiran, et al., 1996; Töpfer et al., 1996). A sample with $\delta = 0.04$ has a canted spin structure with the moments at 45° to the rhombohedral (0 0 1) axis (Cheetham et al., 1996). The $\delta \leq 0.04$ compounds remain insulating to low temperatures but the $\delta \geq 0.05$ compounds exhibit a metal- insulator transition at $T_c$. A tentative $\delta$ - T phase diagram has been proposed by Töpfer and Goodenough (Töpfer and Goodenough, 1997). When the cation deficiency is on only one sublattice, the oxide tends to order ferromagnetically (Arulraj et al., 1996).

Lanthanum can be replaced by a magnetic rare earth ion such as praseodymium or neodymium. The pure end members RMnO$_3$ can be classified in two groups: those where the rare earth has an ionic radius larger than holmium which crystallize in the orthorhombic Pbnm space group and the others which are hexagonal and belong to the P6$_3$cm group with six molecules per cell. Although the manganese ions order antiferromagnetically with Neel temperatures ranging from 30 K to 91 K, the rare-earth sublattice was not found to order above 1.5 K (Quez el-Ambrunaz, 1968). The Neel temperature of PrMnO$_3$, for example, is 91 K and the magnetic order is of the A type.

Wollan and Koehler (Wollan and Koehler, 1955) first studied the neutron diffraction measurements on a series of $\text{La}_{1-x}\text{Ca}_x\text{MnO}_3$ samples. The samples showed the various antiferromagnetic and ferromagnetic kinds of behaviors,
depending upon the level of calcium doping. The different magnetic structures they observed are as shown in fig. 1.4.7. The LaMnO$_3$ was found to be antiferromagnetic (labeled A in the fig. 1.4.7) with ferromagnetic planes that had alternating directions of magnetization. The 100% doped CaMnO$_3$ was also found to be antiferromagnetic. Mn$^{4+}$ ions are surrounded by the six closest neighbors having opposite spin (label G). Other doping levels gave other types of antiferromagnetic ordering, but in the doping range of $x = 0.3$ the samples were ferromagnetic (label B).

Shiffer and coworkers (Shiffer et al., 1995) studied measurements of the magnetic states of manganites as a function of temperature and doping in La$_{1-x}$Ca$_x$MnO$_3$ ceramic samples. The CMR effect takes place at the ferromagnetic to paramagnetic transition, with a doping level approximately between 20 and 50%. The maximum Curie temperature is achieved with a doping level of around 30%. Goodenough and Loeb (Goodenough and Loeb, 1955) have explained the magnetic structures for different doping levels in terms of different types of bonding, where some bonds are ferromagnetic and others are antiferromagnetic or paramagnetic. This is determined by the relative orientation of occupied and unoccupied orbitals of the Mn-O-Mn pairs.

![Figure 1.4.7. Possible magnetic structures of the perovskite manganites, the circle represents the Mn ion and the sign indicates the direction of the projection of the spin along z-axis (Sakhalkar, 2009)](image)
1.4.1.7. Colossal Magnetoresistance (CMR)

Colossal magnetoresistance is a material’s property which enables it to change its electrical resistance in the presence of magnetic field. A magnetic field applied to perovskite manganite in the paramagnetic semiconducting state enables its phase transformation into ferromagnetic metallic state causing colossal magnetoresistance to occur. The magnetoresistance has a peak close to position of the maximum slope of the resistivity curve. There should be a large change of resistivity with temperature to have a large magnetoresistance. Also the transition temperature should be highly sensitive to the applied field.

The double exchange phenomenon helps to explain the CMR effect. The applied magnetic field will align the $t_{2g}$ spins and the transport will be possible between Mn ions. At the Curie temperature both spins will disorder and magnetic susceptibility will be high which maximizes the effect of applied field. In order to have a sharp transition between the metallic and insulating state, the sample should be as homogeneous as possible so that all parts have the same transition temperature. If there are polycrystalline grains, there will be regions between the grains that have different transition temperatures because the material is distorted with different Mn-O-Mn bond angles and lengths and different Mn$^{4+}$ concentrations. The resistivity curve for the whole sample is a superposition of the resistivity curves for the different parts, and with different transition temperatures there will be a broader transition.
2. AIMS OF THE STUDY

The general objectives of present study were to synthesize different functional oxides in polycrystalline bulk and in thin film forms and to investigate their structural and magnetic properties for application in spintronics and multiferroics. Specifically, the aims are as follows:

- To investigate the effects of strontium substitution on the structure, magnetic transition temperatures and dielectric behaviour of $\text{Ba}_{2-x}\text{Sr}_x\text{Mg}_2\text{Fe}_{12}\text{O}_{22}$ ($0 \leq x \leq 2$) hexaferrites, prepared by chemical solution method.

- Investigation of room-temperature ferromagnetism in Ca and Mg stabilized zirconia bulk samples and thin films.

- To deposit $\text{LaMnO}_3$ thin films by atomic layer deposition (ALD) and investigate their structural, microstructural and magnetic properties.
3. EXPERIMENTAL

More detailed descriptions of the samples and experimental parameters are available in the publications (appendix). The following sections are provided to make the experimental process more accessible.

3.1. Synthesis of samples

3.1.1. Polycrystalline powder samples of Y-type \((\text{Ba}_{2-x}\text{Sr}_x\text{Mg}_2\text{Fe}_12\text{O}_{22})\) hexaferrites

Polycrystalline samples of \(\text{Ba}_{2-x}\text{Sr}_x\text{Mg}_2\text{Fe}_12\text{O}_{22}\) \((x = 0, 0.5, 1, 1.5, \text{ and } 2)\) were prepared by chemical citrate solution method. Initially, the aqueous solutions \((0.5 \text{ M})\) of \(\text{Ba(NO}_3)_2\), \(\text{SrCO}_3\), \(\text{MgO}\), \(\text{Fe(NO}_3)_3\cdot9\text{H}_2\text{O}\), and citric acid were prepared separately in deionised water. These solutions were mixed and the \(pH\) of the resulting solution was made neutral or slightly alkaline \((pH = 7–8)\) by adding ammonia solution. Mixed solution was heated on hot plate with constant stirring until auto-combustion. The resulting powders were heated at \(500 \degree\text{C}\) for 3 h to remove the organic impurities. The powders were pressed in disc shape pellets and sintered at \(1200 \degree\text{C}\) for 5 h in air.

3.1.2.1. Polycrystalline powder samples of \(\text{Zr}_{1-x}\text{Ca}_x\text{O}_2\) and \(\text{Zr}_{0.86}\text{Mg}_{0.14}\text{O}_2\)

Polycrystalline powders of \(\text{Zr}_{1-x}\text{Ca}_x\text{O}_2\) \((x = 0 \text{ and } 0.16)\) and \(\text{Zr}_{0.86}\text{Mg}_{0.14}\text{O}_2\) were prepared by the chemical citrate combustion route. Zirconyl oxychloride \((\text{ZrOCl}_2\cdot8\text{H}_2\text{O})\), \(\text{CaO}\) and \(\text{MgO}\) were used as starting materials. 0.5 M solutions were prepared in deionized water for zirconium salt, whereas \(\text{CaO}\) and \(\text{MgO}\) were dissolved in excess of nitric acid and peroxide. Citric acid was added in \(3 : 2\) proportions for every cation. The resulting solution after mixing was first heated at \(60 \degree\text{C}\) for 2 h and later at \(80 \degree\text{C}\) until the complete evaporation of solvents. All our as-prepared powders were calcined at \(800 \degree\text{C}\) in air for 5 h. To see the effects of annealing in other environments than air, the as-prepared powder samples were alternatively calcined in argon/hydrogen environments at \(800 \degree\text{C}\)/5 h. The calcined powders were pressed to disc-shaped pellets and sintered in air at either 1200 or \(1500 \degree\text{C}\) for 3 h, to investigate the dependence of structural and magnetic properties on sintering temperatures.

3.1.2.2. \(\text{Zr}_{1-x}\text{Ca}_x\text{O}_2\) thin films prepared by pulsed laser deposition

Thin films of 16 at% calcium-doped \(\text{ZrO}_2\) were deposited on 10×10 mm \(\text{Si}(1 0 0)/\text{SiO}_2\) (25 nm thermal oxide) substrates by the pulsed laser deposition (PLD) technique. The substrates were ultrasonically cleaned in an acetone bath prior to the deposition process. Pellets that were used as PLD targets were sintered at \(1200 \degree\text{C}\) for 5 h. A KrF excimer laser (COMPexPro 205, Coherent, wavelength
248 nm, pulse width 25 ns) was used for ablation. The deposition conditions of the Zr$_{1-x}$Ca$_x$O$_2$ films were as follows: laser pulse energy density on the target 2 J cm$^{-2}$, repetition rate of laser 5 Hz, substrate temperature 800 °C, the distance between the substrate and the target 7.5 cm. Ca-doped ZrO$_2$ thin films were deposited at three different oxygen pressures in the chamber during the film growth: 10$^{-2}$, 10$^{-3}$ and 10$^{-4}$ mbar. The number of laser impulses for growing each film were 30000 and the resulting thicknesses of the films were ~150 nm.

3.1.3.1. LaMnO$_3$ thin films prepared by atomic layer deposition

Thin films of LaMnO$_3$ (LMO) were grown in a commercial flow-type ALD reactor (F-120 by ASM Microchemistry Ltd.) under a pressure of 2-3 mbar. Freshly synthesized La(thd)$_3$ and Mn(thd)$_3$ (thd=2,2,6,6-tetramethylheptane-3,5-dionate) were used as precursors. The precursors were prepared by the method described in refs (Eisentraut and Sievers, 1956; Hammond et al., 1963) and then purified by a sublimation process. Ozone (O$_3$), used as the oxidizer, was generated from oxygen (>99.999%) in an ozone generator (Fischer model 502). Nitrogen (>99.999%) was used as a carrier and purging gas. The pulsing period for the lanthanum and manganese precursors was 2 s, whereas the N$_2$ purging period was 2.5 s. Ozone was pulsed for 1.2 s followed by N$_2$ purging for 2.5 s. For the deposition of films, each ALD cycle had the pulsing sequences, i.e. first La(thd)$_3$, then O$_3$, followed by Mn(thd)$_3$ and finally O$_3$ again. These films were deposited on single-crystal substrates of Si (1 0 0) at the deposition temperature 330 °C with different number of deposition cycles and were labelled as LM1300 (for 1300 deposition cycles), LM1000 (for 1000 deposition cycles) and LM900 (for 900 deposition cycles). The composition of La and Mn in thin films was measured by an X-ray fluorescence (XRF) spectrometer (Philips PW 1480 WDS) using Rh excitation. These XRF data were analyzed with the UniQuant software. The as-deposited films were annealed after deposition in a rapid thermal annealing (RTA) furnace PEO 601 (ATV Technologie GmbH) in N$_2$ and/or O$_2$ atmosphere at temperatures ranging between 600 and 900 °C. The thicknesses of the LaMnO$_3$ films were determined by X-ray reflectivity (XRR) using Panalytical X’Pert Pro MPD Alpha-1 powder diffractometer with Cu K$\alpha$ radiation.

3.1.3.2. Polycrystalline powder samples of LaMnO$_3$

Polycrystalline bulk samples of LMO were synthesized by chemical citrate solution method. La$_2$O$_3$ and MnO$_2$ were used as starting materials, and their aqueous solutions (0.5 M) with nitric acid and deionized (DI) water were prepared separately. Citric acid solution (0.5 M) was also prepared using DI water. These solutions were mixed, and the pH of the resulting solution was made neutral or slightly alkaline (pH = 7 – 8) by adding ammonia solution. The mixed solution was heated on a hot plate at around 80 °C with constant stirring, until auto-combustion. The resulting fluffy powders were calcined at 600 °C for
2 hours for the LMO crystalline phase formation and removing the organic impurities. The calcined powders were uniaxially pressed in disc shape pellets and sintered at 1300 °C for 3 hours in air.

3.2. Characterization techniques

3.2.1. X-ray diffraction

The x-ray diffraction measurements on polycrystalline powder samples of Ba$_{2-x}$Sr$_x$Mg$_2$Fe$_{12}$O$_{22}$ hexaferrites was carried out using a Philips X-ray diffractometer. The X-ray diffraction technique (Rigaku Ultima IV) was used for structural identification of Zr$_{1-x}$Ca$_x$O$_2$ and Zr$_{0.86}$Mg$_{0.14}$O$_2$ thin film and bulk samples. The X-ray diffraction of LMO samples was carried out using a Philips X-ray diffractometer for the bulk powder samples and Panalytical X’Pert Pro diffractometer with Cu Kα radiation for thin films. All x-ray diffraction measurements were done at room temperature.

3.2.2. Raman spectroscopy

Raman spectroscopy was performed at room temperature for structural identification of hexaferrite samples (Ba$_{2-x}$Sr$_x$Mg$_2$Fe$_{12}$O$_{22}$, Zr$_{1-x}$Ca$_x$O$_2$, Zr$_{0.86}$Mg$_{0.14}$O$_2$ and LMO thin films as well as bulk samples by using Raman spectrometer (Horiba Jobin Yvon Labram HR 800).

3.2.3. SEM micrographs and EDX spectra

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and Energy dispersive spectroscopic (EDS or EDX) measurements carried out on the undoped and doped zirconia samples sintered at different temperatures, using a Zeiss EVO-MA15 apparatus.

3.2.4. Magnetic measurements

Vibrating sample magnetometer (VSM, Quantum Design’s 14T – PPMS) was used to measure the magnetic susceptibility (magnetization) and hysteresis loops of the all samples (Ba$_{2-x}$Sr$_x$Mg$_2$Fe$_{12}$O$_{22}$ hexaferrites samples, Zr$_{1-x}$Ca$_x$O$_2$ and Zr$_{0.86}$Mg$_{0.14}$O$_2$ thin film and bulk samples and LMO thin film and bulk samples). The temperature dependence of magnetization was measured in a broad temperature range, 10 – 850 K for Y-type hexaferrite samples and 10 – 350 K for LMO samples in an applied magnetic field of 0.1 T. Magnetic hysteresis loops were measured at different temperatures, 10 – 400 K for Ba$_{2-x}$Sr$_x$Mg$_2$Fe$_{12}$O$_{22}$ hexaferrites, 300 K for Zr$_{1-x}$Ca$_x$O$_2$ (x= 0, 0.16) and Zr$_{0.86}$Mg$_{0.14}$O$_2$ and 10 – 300 K for LaMnO$_3$ samples.
3.2.5. NMR measurements

The solid state NMR ($^{57}$Fe) spectrum of Ba$_2$Mg$_2$Fe$_{12}$O$_{22}$ sample was measured using the Fourier transform spin echo technique on Bruker AVANCE II NMR spectrometer. The spectra were recorded at T = 5 K in zero external field, because the signal was noisy and weak at room temperature. The excitation frequency was varied from 69 to 77 MHz in steps of 0.1 MHz to cover the full broad spectral range of lines corresponding to different typical crystallographic iron sites in hexaferrites.

3.2.6. Dielectric measurements

Dielectric measurements were performed on disk shape pellets of Ba$_{2-x}$Sr$_x$Mg$_2$Fe$_{12}$O$_{22}$ (x = 0, 0.5, 1, 1.5) samples coated with silver electrodes. The temperature dependence of the dielectric permittivity and loss was measured at various frequencies from 1 to 100 kHz using a precision LCR meter (Agilent, 4284A) connected to a high temperature tube furnace.

3.2.7. Atomic force microscopy (AFM) and magnetic force microscopy (MFM)

The LMO thin films morphology at room temperature was evaluated by a scanning atomic force microscope (AFM, Veeco DIMENSION edge) in the area (0.5 $\times$ 0.5 $\mu$m$^2$) with resolution of 1024 lines, whereas NanoScan PPMS - AFM was used for magnetic force microscopy (MFM) on these thin films at 65 K and in zero magnetic fields.
4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The results on various samples synthesized in this work are presented and discussed in this section. Structural and microstructural results are given in section 4.1, whereas magnetic results are discussed in section 4.2. Section 4.3 discusses the dielectric studies on hexaferrite samples.

4.1. Structural and Microstructural Studies

4.1.1. Phase identification of Y-type $\text{Ba}_{2-x}\text{Sr}_x\text{Mg}_2\text{Fe}_{12}\text{O}_{22}$ samples

The XRD patterns of the $\text{Ba}_{2-x}\text{Sr}_x\text{Mg}_2\text{Fe}_{12}\text{O}_{22}$ powder samples calcined at 1200 °C/5 h is shown in fig. 4.1.1. The x-ray diffractograms reveal that samples $\text{Ba}_{2-x}\text{Sr}_x\text{Mg}_2\text{Fe}_{12}\text{O}_{22}$ (with $x = 0, 0.5, 1, 1.5$) have pure Y-type hexagonal structure, whereas $\text{Sr}_2\text{Mg}_2\text{Fe}_{12}\text{O}_{22}$ ($x = 2$) does not exhibit single phase Y-type structure and was therefore not examined in detail in the present study. This is consistent with previous structural studies on Zn$_2$Y hexaferrites (Bai et al., 2005), where the maximum solubility of strontium in the $\text{Ba}_{2-x}\text{Sr}_x\text{Zn}_2\text{Fe}_{12}\text{O}_{22}$ ferrite was found to be about 1.8 and complete substitution of $\text{Ba}^{2+}$ by $\text{Sr}^{2+}$ prevented the Y-type phase formation.

![Figure 4.1.1. X-ray diffraction patterns of $\text{Ba}_{2-x}\text{Sr}_x\text{Mg}_2\text{Fe}_{12}\text{O}_{22}$ powder samples](image-url)
Lattice parameters of $\text{Ba}_{2-x}\text{Sr}_x\text{Mg}_2\text{Fe}_{12}\text{O}_{22}$ (with $x = 0, 0.5, 1, 1.5$) calculated and listed in Table 4.1.1 confirmed Y-type hexaferrite phase. The value of lattice parameter “a” decreased with the rise of Sr content, since the ionic radius of $\text{Sr}^{2+}$ (1.32 Å) is smaller compared to $\text{Ba}^{2+}$ (1.49 Å). The $c/a$ ratio increased with increasing strontium content.

Table 4.1.1. Lattice parameters for different Sr concentration in the $\text{Ba}_{2-x}\text{Sr}_x\text{Mg}_2\text{Fe}_{12}\text{O}_{22}$ samples (with estimated errors)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Value of $x$ in $\text{Ba}_{2-x}\text{Sr}<em>x\text{Mg}<em>2\text{Fe}</em>{12}\text{O}</em>{22}$</th>
<th>$a$ (Å) (1%)</th>
<th>$c$ (Å) (0.5%)</th>
<th>$c/a$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>5.866</td>
<td>43.2683</td>
<td>7.376</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>5.8548</td>
<td>43.3514</td>
<td>7.404</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>5.8436</td>
<td>43.2799</td>
<td>7.406</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>5.8436</td>
<td>43.2799</td>
<td>7.406</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Raman spectra measured at room temperature in Fig. 4.1.2 also confirm that $\text{Ba}_{2-x}\text{Sr}_x\text{Mg}_2\text{Fe}_{12}\text{O}_{22}$ samples exhibit a hexaferrite structure (Zhao et al., 2008; Braun, 1957; Chen et al., 2000; Kreisel et al., 1998). In our knowledge, there are not many Raman studies on Y-type hexaferrites, except a recent publication on $\text{Zn}_2\text{Y}$ hexaferrite (Kamba et al., 2010). Raman peaks become broader with the increase of the value of $x$ from 0 to 1.5 (Fig. 4.1.2).

![Figure 4.1.2. Raman spectra of $\text{Ba}_{2-x}\text{Sr}_x\text{Mg}_2\text{Fe}_{12}\text{O}_{22}$ bulk samples](image-url)
Changes in chemical composition, atomic radii, valence, bond length, cell size, and magnetic order might lead to the broadening of Raman peaks (Kreisel et al., 1999). In our samples, peak broadening may be related to changes in magnetic structure on strontium substitution.

4.1.2. Phase identification of $\text{Zr}_{1-x}\text{Ca}_x\text{O}_2$ ($x = 0$ and 0.16) and $\text{Zr}_{0.86}\text{Mg}_{0.14}\text{O}_2$ samples

X-ray diffraction patterns for the undoped as well as Ca- and Mg-doped ZrO$_2$ bulk samples, heated at different temperatures are shown in fig. 4.1.3 (a). From these diffractograms we see that 16 at% Ca- and 14 at% Mg-doped ZrO$_2$ samples sintered at 1500 °C exhibit a pure cubic (C) zirconia phase. The undoped sample sintered at 800 °C shows a monoclinic structure with an extra peak of tetragonal zirconia, whereas a single-phase monoclinic structure is exhibited by the sample sintered at 1500 °C. The lower, 10 at% Ca-doped zirconia sample shows a mixed cubic and tetragonal (T) structure, the presence of the tetragonal structure in this sample is also confirmed by the Raman spectra (figure not included). Figure 4.1.3 (b) shows the diffractograms for the PLD thin films of the 16 at% Ca-doped ZrO$_2$, grown at different oxygen partial pressures. The films show one XRD peak for cubic zirconia (1 1 1) and other intense peaks from the silicon substrate.

Raman spectra (see fig. 4.1.4 (b)) also confirm the cubic phase formation for thin films showing a characteristic cubic XRD pattern. Raman spectra measured at room temperature for the bulk and thin film samples of doped zirconia are shown in figs. 4.1.4 (a) and (b). The spectrum for 16 at% Ca-doped ZrO$_2$ sintered sample at 1500 °C (fig. 4.1.4 (a)) validates the cubic phase formation (Raman peaks around 275, 410, 520 and 580 cm$^{-1}$) (Morell et al., 1997), whereas the peaks are not separable for both Ca and Mg stabilized zirconia samples heated at 800 °C. These broad and flat spectra may be related to the mixed zirconia phases at 800 °C, although XRD could show single phase for those powders. Usually, the strongest Raman peak position is around 615 cm$^{-1}$ for yttria-stabilized zirconia samples (Morell et al., 1997), but for Ca-stabilized zirconia this shifts towards lower values, and it is around 580 cm$^{-1}$ in our sample. This shift may be because of the difference in sizes and mass of Ca and Zr, as compared with Y and Zr (Morell et al., 1997). Raman spectra for the PLD thin films of 16% Ca-doped ZrO$_2$ demonstrate characteristic peaks of cubic zirconia (155, 425, 620 cm$^{-1}$), the strong peaks due to the silicon substrate (near 300 and 530 cm$^{-1}$) can also be seen in the spectra that suppress the intensity of zirconia modes. Our results are consistent with another Raman study by Gazzoli et al (Gazzoli et al., 2007), which showed that above 14% calcium doping stabilizes the cubic zirconia phase and below this doping concentration it results in a tetragonal structure, we have also observed the Raman spectra resembling the tetragonal structure for 10 at% Ca$^{2+}$ in ZrO$_2$ (figure not included).
Figure 4.1.3. XRD patterns of (a) bulk powders heat-treated at different temperatures, (b) 16% Ca-doped ZrO₂ thin films deposited at various oxygen partial pressures

Figure 4.1.4. Room-temperature Raman spectra of (a) bulk samples of doped ZrO₂, (b) Zr₀.₈₄Ca₀.₁₆O₂ thin films
SEM micrographs and EDX spectra of the undoped and doped zirconia samples sintered at different temperatures are shown in fig. 4.1.5. The EDX spectra reveal that the chemical compositions are in good agreement with the desired stoichiometry, and there are no impurities in the prepared samples. From the SEM images we can visualize that all those samples have grains in the micrometre (μm) range, however, the grains are smaller (~2–5μm) for the samples treated at 800 °C and the undoped sintered sample at 1500 °C, whereas the grains are in the range 3–8 μm for the doped sintered samples at 1500 °C.

Figure 4.1.5. SEM micrographs and EDX spectra of the undoped and doped zirconia samples
4.1.3.1. Phase identification of LaMnO$_3$ samples

X-ray reflectivity (XRR) results reveal that the thicknesses of our as-deposited LMO thin films with 1300 (LM1300), 1000 (LM1000) and 900 (LM900) deposition cycles were about 104 nm, 95 nm and 78 nm, respectively, with experimental errors around ± 5%. The thicknesses are correlated to the number of deposition cycles as expected increasing with increasing number of deposition cycles such that the growth per cycle (GPC) could be calculated to be roughly 0.9 Å / cycle. The small deviation from the perfectly linear dependence of the film thickness on the number of cycles is most probably due to minor changes in the reactor configuration.

The dependence of crystal structure on the annealing temperature is illustrated in fig. 4.1.6 (a) where XRD patterns for variously annealed LM1300 thin films are shown. These XRD patterns infer that as-deposited films and the films annealed at 600 °C are amorphous, films annealed at 700 and 800 °C have the single-phase perovskite structure, whereas the films annealed at 900 °C are not of the single-phase anymore. In further sections we will only discuss the results for single phase crystalline films (i.e. thin films treated at 700 and 800 °C).

Figure 4.1.6. (a) X-ray diffraction patterns for LM1300 thin films (as deposited and annealed at different temperatures in N$_2$ atmosphere)

Figure 4.1.6 (b) shows the XRD patterns for thin films LM1300, LM1000 and LM900 annealed at 700 and 800°C in different atmospheres (N$_2$ and O$_2$). It can
be seen that all these films exhibit a single-phase perovskite-type lanthanum manganite structure (Shimizu and Murata, 1997). The crystal structure is rhombohedral with space group \( R-3c \). Even though determination of small variations in lattice parameters for thin-film samples is somewhat ambiguous we could see that the unit-cell volume for LM1300 thin films increased (from \( 344.81 \) to \( 349.75 \, \text{Å}^3 \)) with annealing temperature increasing from \( 700 \) to \( 800 \, ^\circ \text{C} \) in \( \text{N}_2 \), apparently due to decreasing oxygen content (or oxygen-to-cation ratio). Also seen was that the unit-cell volume for LM1000 thin films annealed at \( 800 \, ^\circ \text{C} \) depended on the annealing atmosphere (\( \text{N}_2 \) or \( \text{O}_2 \)), being larger in case of \( \text{N}_2 \) (\( 349.91 \, \text{Å}^3 \)) than in \( \text{O}_2 \) (\( 342.69 \, \text{Å}^3 \)) as expected (listed in table 4.1.2).

![Figure 4.1.6. (b) X-ray diffraction patterns for LMO thin films (LM1300, LM1000 and LM900) annealed at different temperatures in \( \text{N}_2 \) and \( \text{O}_2 \) atmospheres](image)

X-ray diffraction patterns of bulk LMO samples sintered at 600 and 1300 \( ^\circ \text{C} \) in air are shown in fig. 4.1.6 (c). These samples also exhibit the single-phase perovskite crystal structure with rhombohedral symmetry. The unit cell volume (table 4.1.2) decreased with increase in annealing temperature (600 to 1300 \( ^\circ \text{C} \)), which could be the effect of change in oxygen content (decrease of oxygen deficiencies) at higher temperature (Ni et al., 2011) and increase in non-stoichiometry. The XRD peaks become sharper and more intense with the increase of the annealing temperature, which indicates the increase in grain size and better crystallinity (Wang et al., 2010).
Table 4.1.2. Unit cell volume, strain and crystallite sizes of LMO thin films and bulk samples calculated from XRD

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Strain (%)</th>
<th>Average crystallite size (nm)</th>
<th>Unit Cell volume (Angstrom^3)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LM1300 700°C N2</td>
<td>0.394</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>344.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LM1300 800°C N2</td>
<td>0.023</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>349.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LM1000 800°C O2</td>
<td>0.150</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>342.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LM1000 800°C N2</td>
<td>0.164</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>349.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LM900 800°C N2</td>
<td>0.132</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>348.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LaMnO3 Bulk 600°C</td>
<td>0.237</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>354.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LaMnO3 Bulk 1300°C</td>
<td>0.044</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>353.67</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4.1.6. (c) X-ray diffraction spectra of LMO bulk powder samples annealed at 600°C/2 h and 1300°C/3 h in air.

Figure 4.1.7 (a) shows Raman spectra for LMO thin films (LM1300, LM1000, and LM900) annealed at 800 °C in N₂ and O₂ atmospheres. All spectra closely resemble those previously reported for rhombohedral LaMnO₃ at room temperature (Iliev et al., 2001), showing peaks around 217, 323, 427, 497 and 618 cm⁻¹, although the peaks around 323 and 497 cm⁻¹ are not very clear because of the strong signals from silicon substrate around 300 and 520 cm⁻¹.
The exact positions of the peaks at 217, 497 and 618 cm\(^{-1}\) are sample-sensitive and vary within 15 – 20 cm\(^{-1}\) in the spectra of polycrystalline samples (Abrashev et al., 1999; Zhizhin et al., 1984). The peaks around 500 and 600 cm\(^{-1}\) are consistent with other studies, being usually ascribed to bending (B) and stretching (S) modes of the MnO\(_6\) octahedron, respectively (Aruta et al., 2006; Iliev et al., 2001). The spectra for LM1000 films annealed at 800 °C in N\(_2\) and O\(_2\) (see fig. 4.1.7 (a)) confirm their rhombohedral structure, however the peaks are broader for the film annealed in O\(_2\), which also indicates the more stoichiometric oxygen-to-cation ratio in the case of the film annealed in N\(_2\) atmosphere.

The Raman spectra of bulk LMO samples sintered at 600 and 1300 °C are shown in fig. 4.1.7 (b). Although the peaks are broader due to rough surfaces of bulk samples, they are observable around 179, 217, 323, 427, 497, 618 and 640 cm\(^{-1}\), confirming the rhombohedral structure in these samples too (Ni et al., 2011; Wang et al., 2010).

Figure 4.1.7. Raman spectra measured at room temperature: (a) LM1300, LM1000 and LM900 thin films annealed at different temperature in N\(_2\) and O\(_2\) atmospheres, (b) Bulk LMO sample annealed at 600 and 1300°C in air
4.1.3.2. AFM Studies of $\text{LaMnO}_3$ thin films

Figure 4.1.8 AFM images (scan area $0.5 \times 0.5 \ \mu\text{m}^2$) measured under ambient conditions: (a) LM900 annealed at 800 °C in N$_2$, (b) LM1000 annealed at 700 °C in N$_2$, (c) LM1000 annealed at 800 °C in N$_2$, (d) LM1000 annealed at 800 °C in O$_2$, (e) LM1300 annealed at 700 °C in N$_2$ and (f) LM1300 annealed at 800 °C in N$_2$

Atomic force microscopy images in figs. 4.1.8 (a - f) show the uniform surface topography and microstructure of our annealed LMO thin films. Dense films are obtained by ALD as expected (Choi, 2009). Samples annealed at 800 °C have larger grains (due to coalescence of small grains) than those annealed at 700 °C by grain boundary diffusion, which usually causes major grain growth at high temperature heat treatments. The grain sizes estimated from AFM images are given in table 4.1.3, which shows that the grain size increases also with increasing film thickness. The surface roughness of the films was calculated from the AFM results. The values listed in table 4.1.3 reveal that the films are extremely smooth in general. Results for the LM1300 and LM1000 films annealed at different temperatures (700 and 800 °C in N$_2$) show that the RMS roughness value is little larger for films annealed at 800 °C presumably due to growth of large grains (Youssef et al., 2009; Sengupta et al., 2011; Liu et al., 2006). The results shown in table 4.1.3 moreover suggest that the annealing atmosphere may also affect the surface morphology, as the LM1000 film annealed at 800 °C in N$_2$ atmosphere exhibit lower roughness and smaller grains compared to the same film after being annealed in O$_2$ atmosphere, which could be the result of the increase in oxygen non-stoichiometry in the film.
annealed in O₂. Our AFM results and the effect of the annealing atmosphere on microstructure are consistent with other studies (Simoes et al., 2009; Tsang et al., 2000).

Table 4.1.3. Approximate grain sizes and RMS roughness values of LMO thin films determined by atomic force microscopy (AFM)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Thin film sample</th>
<th>RMS Roughness (nm) (with scanned area of 7×7 μm²)</th>
<th>Grain size in nm (approx. range)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LM900 annealed at 800°C in N₂</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>10 - 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LM1000 annealed at 700°C in N₂</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>15 - 40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LM1000 annealed at 800°C in N₂</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>30 - 80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LM1000 annealed at 800°C in O₂</td>
<td>1.91</td>
<td>50 - 90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LM1300 annealed at 700°C in N₂</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>50-70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LM1300 annealed at 800°C in N₂</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>200-800</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2. Magnetic Studies

4.2.1.1. Magnetic properties of Ba₂₋ₓSrₓMg₂Fe₁₂O₂₂ samples

The magnetic phase transition temperatures in Ba₂₋ₓSrₓMg₂Fe₁₂O₂₂ for different strontium content (x = 0, 0.5, 1, 1.5) were determined from the temperature dependence of magnetic susceptibility measured in an applied magnetic field of 0.1 T (fig. 4.2.2). The ferrimagnetic-paramagnetic transition (Curie temperature, Tₑ) was identified as the temperature where the magnetic susceptibility significantly dropped. The two visible susceptibility peaks in correspondence of temperatures T_I and T_H (fig. 4.2.2) are associated with the consecutive magnetic spin transitions. Decreasing the temperature, the magnetic order changes from collinear ferrimagnetic to a proper-screw spin phase at transition temperature II, and from screw spin phase to a longitudinal conical spin phase around transition temperature I (see also fig. 4.2.1), as recently suggested for Ba₂Mg₂Fe₁₂O₂₂ (x = 0) based on neutron diffraction (Ishiwata et al., 2010; Sagayama et al., 2009). The magnetic transition temperatures of different samples of Ba₂₋ₓSrₓMg₂Fe₁₂O₂₂ are given in table 4.2.1. It can be seen that all the magnetic transition temperatures increase with increasing Sr content.
Figure 4.2.1 (a) Schematic crystal structure of Y-type hexaferrite, (b) the ferrimagnetic structure consists of alternate stacks of two spin blocks with $\mu_L$ (larger magnetic moments) and $\mu_S$ (small magnetic moments) along c axis, (c) and (d) represent the proper screw structure and longitudinal conical spin order states respectively exhibited at lower temperatures (Ishiwata et al., 2008; Ishiwata et al., 2009)

Figure 4.2.2. Temperature dependence of susceptibility for Ba$_{2-x}$Sr$_x$Mg$_2$Fe$_{12}$O$_{22}$ samples
Figure 4.2.3 shows the magnetic hysteresis loops of $\text{Ba}_{2-x}\text{Sr}_x\text{Mg}_2\text{Fe}_{12}\text{O}_{22}$ measured at 300 K for different strontium content ($x = 0, 0.5, 1, 1.5$). Coercivity was found to be increased with strontium concentration (for $x = 1.5$, the coercivity is two times larger than in case of $x = 0$). Similar behaviour in coercivity was also found by other research groups on Sr substitution in Y-type hexaferrites (Bai et al., 2005; Fang et al., 2008). The ground state magnetic structure of these hexaferrites $\{(\text{BaSr})_2\text{Mg}_2\text{Fe}_{12}\text{O}_{22}, (\text{BaSr})_2\text{Zn}_2\text{Fe}_{12}\text{O}_{22}\}$ is composed of alternating stacking of the $L$ and $S$ blocks along the $c$-axis (Kimura, 2012). The magnetic moments of Fe sites lying in the ab plane are in collinear ferrimagnetic structures, within these blocks. The Sr-free sample shows the collinear ferrimagnetic order at room temperature, whereas the antiferromagnetic order increased with the increase in Sr content. The enhancement in antiferromagnetic order for higher concentration ($x = 1.5$) results in increased coercivity, whereas the composition $x = 1$ shows slight decrease in coercivity, possibly due to an intermediate phase (between proper-screw and conical spin phase) and magnetic frustrations existing at this composition. Enhancement in coercivity in antiferromagnetic phase is understandable, because it needs higher demagnetizing fields as compared to ferrimagnetic material. At room temperature, $\text{Ba}_{2-x}\text{Sr}_x\text{Mg}_2\text{Fe}_{12}\text{O}_{22}$ samples with compositions $x = 0$ and $x = 0.5$ are still in collinear ferrimagnetic phase (show single ferrimagnetic loop), while samples with $x = 1$ and $x = 1.5$ have entered already in the screw spin phase (showed triple loops). The abnormal triple loops are related to the changes in the magnetic phases and intermediate phases produced by strontium substitution in $\text{Ba}_{2-x}\text{Sr}_x\text{Mg}_2\text{Fe}_{12}\text{O}_{22}$ samples. Kimura et al. had also observed the phase change from collinear ferrimagnetic to antiferromagnetic state, with other intermediate phases, depending on Sr substitution for barium ions in Zn$_2$Y hexaferrites (Kimura et al., 2005). Our $\text{Ba}_{2-x}\text{Sr}_x\text{Mg}_2\text{Fe}_{12}\text{O}_{22}$ samples with higher strontium concentration ($x = 1$ and 1.5) exhibit an intermediate magnetic phase in between proper screw spin phase and conical spin phase at room temperature. This intermediate phase could be responsible for multistage abnormal hysteresis loop. This kind of loops has been observed in $\text{Ba}_2\text{Mg}_2\text{Fe}_{12}\text{O}_{22}$ samples (at 10 K) by Sagayama et al., and they attributed it to the phase transition of the magnetic structure, which was supported by neutron diffraction studies at low temperatures (Sagayama et al., 2009).

In order to study the magnetic behaviour of the different magnetic phases, magnetic hysteresis loops of $\text{Ba}_{0.5}\text{Sr}_{1.5}\text{Mg}_2\text{Fe}_{12}\text{O}_{22}$ were measured at selected representative temperatures in the range 10 – 400 K (fig. 4.2.4). Figures 4.2.4 (a) and (b) show the magnetic hysteresis at 10 and 30 K, respectively, where the conical spin phase is exhibited. In the range 200 – 350 K, the sample has a screw spin phase and it shows triple M - H loops (figs. 4.2.4 (c – e)). At 400 K, $\text{Ba}_{0.5}\text{Sr}_{1.5}\text{Mg}_2\text{Fe}_{12}\text{O}_{22}$ sample has collinear ferrimagnetic order and the magnetic hysteresis curve shows the typical ferrimagnetic behaviour (fig. 4.2.4 (f)).
Figure 4.2.3. Hysteresis loops measured at 300K of Ba$_{2-x}$Sr$_x$Mg$_2$Fe$_{12}$O$_{22}$ samples

Table 4.2.1. Coercivities and magnetic transition temperatures (with averaged estimated errors) of the powder samples of Ba$_{2-x}$Sr$_x$Mg$_2$Fe$_{12}$O$_{22}$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Value of x in Ba$_{2-x}$Sr$<em>x$Mg$<em>2$Fe$</em>{12}$O$</em>{22}$</th>
<th>Coercivity $H_c$ (Oe)</th>
<th>Transition Temperatures (K)</th>
<th>$T_c$ (K) ($\pm 5$ K)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>260</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>290</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>355</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>390</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Figure 4.2.4. Hysteresis loops of the powder samples of Ba$_{0.5}$Sr$_{1.5}$Mg$_2$Fe$_{12}$O$_{22}$ measured at (a) 10 K, (b) 30 K, (c) 200 K, (d) 300 K, (e) 350 K, and (f) 400 K.

4.2.1.2. NMR measurements on Ba$_2$Mg$_2$Fe$_{12}$O$_{22}$

The $^{57}$Fe NMR spectrum of Ba$_2$Mg$_2$Fe$_{12}$O$_{22}$ measured at 5 K in zero applied magnetic field is shown in fig. 4.2.5. The NMR spectrum is noisy and broad, consistent with previous NMR measurements on Y-type hexaferrites. Y-type hexaferrites have six sublattice sites (6c$_{IV}$, 3a$_{VI}$, 18h$_{VI}$, 6c$_{IV}$, 6c$_{IV}$*, and 3b$_{VI}$) (Albanese, 1977), which could not be distinguished in our NMR spectrum. In case of M-type (Streever, 1969) and U-type (Dimri et al., 2011) barium hexaferrites, the NMR spectra consist of five peaks relative to the different lattice iron sites (12 k, 4f$_{IV}$, 2a, 4f$_{VI}$, and 2b in M-type and 12 k, 8f$_{IV}$, 4a, 4f$_{VI}$, and 2b in U-type hexaferrites). This unresolved spectrum is probably due to a number of different crystallographic (tetrahedral and octahedral) iron sites in the Y-type structure (see fig. 4.2.1). The other reason of broadening may be related to its different magnetic order, because our Y-type hexaferrite samples are in conical spin order at this temperature (5 K), whereas M- and U-type hexaferrites are usually in collinear ferrimagnetic states at that temperature resulting in well resolved NMR spectra.
4.2.2. Magnetic properties of Zr$_{1-x}$Ca$_x$O$_2$ (x = 0 and 0.16) and Zr$_{0.86}$Mg$_{0.14}$O$_2$ samples

Hysteresis loops measured at room temperature (300 K) for the Ca- and Mg-doped and undoped ZrO$_2$ samples heated at 800 and 1500 °C are shown in fig. 4.2.6. M – H loops of the doped zirconia samples appear like a good ferromagnet for the powders heated at 800 °C, whereas the diamagnetism is enhanced in samples sintered at higher temperatures. The enhancement of the diamagnetic signal in the sintered samples may be due to the decrease in the number of oxygen vacancies on high-temperature treatment in air. The coercivities and spontaneous magnetization (at 0.5 T) estimated from these curves are listed in table 4.2.2. There are no remarkable changes in coercivities, whereas the saturation magnetization decreases with the increase in sintering temperatures. The undoped ZrO$_2$ samples also exhibit tiny ferromagnetic hysteresis, possibly due to the presence of some oxygen vacancies in our samples. The density of oxygen vacancies is strongly dependent on the synthesis methods (Karapetrova et al., 2001). Zirconyl oxychloride was used as the zirconium precursor, so there is excess chlorine (Cl$_2$) during the sintering process, which was reported in an old study (Karapetrova et al., 2001), which showed that preparation by nitrate or oxychloride precursors leads to oxygen vacancies in zirconia, however the vacancies are lower in the samples prepared...
by oxychloride precursors. This is confirmed from the weak ferromagnetic signal in M – H measurements (fig. 4.2.6) due to these oxygen vacancies, however, the oxygen vacancy concentration was not enough to result in long-range ferromagnetic ordering in these undoped samples.

Figure 4.2.6. As-measured ($T = 300$ K) hysteresis loops of Ca- and Mg-doped ZrO$_2$ bulk samples heated at 800 and 1500°C

Table 4.2.2. Magnetic parameters for different Ca and Mg doped zirconia samples

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Zr$<em>{0.84}$Ca$</em>{0.16}$O$_2$</th>
<th>Zr$<em>{0.86}$Mg$</em>{0.14}$O$_2$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>800°C</td>
<td>1200°C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$M_s$ in emu/g</td>
<td>0.0335</td>
<td>0.0076</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coercivity (Oe)</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4.2.7 shows the M – H curves measured at room temperature (300 K) for the Zr$_{0.84}$Ca$_{0.16}$O$_2$ bulk samples annealed at 800, 1200 and 1500 °C/3 h in air. The magnetization decreases with increase in the sintering temperature, whereas the coercivity does not change noticeably. Saturation magnetization is six times larger for the sample annealed at 800 °C, as compared with the sample treated at 1500 °C. These results suggest that vacancies present at lower temperatures enhance the ferromagnetism, which diminishes on high-temperature treatments.
The decrease in oxygen vacancies on high-temperature treatments results in the lowering of the ferromagnetic order and magnetic moment. There are more vacancies at 800 °C, due to the mixed phase (tetragonal phase as an additional phase), also reported in another study (Lu et al., 1997).

The decrease in oxygen vacancies on high-temperature treatments are also observed in other studies conducted for photoluminescence (Xie et al., 2010; Cong et al., 2009). The inset shows the M – H loops of the Ca- and Mg - doped ZrO₂ samples annealed in a H₂/argon environment. In order to examine the defect nature of magnetism, annealing in different environments was performed, but even annealing in H₂/Ar environment could not enhance the long-range ferromagnetic ordering at high temperatures, as expected due to the increasing number of oxygen vacancies. The temperature dependence of magnetization for these samples was also measured in the temperature range 10 – 350 K (figures not included), it was almost constant and did not show any transition in this temperature range.

Figure 4.2.7. Hysteresis loops (measured at room temperature) of the Zr₀.₈₄Ca₀.₁₆O₂ bulk samples sintered at different temperatures in air.
Figure 4.2.8. M–H loops measured (room temperature) for the thin films of Zr$_{0.84}$Ca$_{0.16}$O$_2$ samples grown at different oxygen pressures.

Figure 4.2.8 shows the dependence of magnetization on the magnetic field at room temperature for Zr$_{0.84}$Ca$_{0.16}$O$_2$ thin films, grown on silicon substrates with different oxygen pressures. The ferromagnetic ordering is quite weak for samples grown at oxygen partial pressures of $10^{-2}$ and $10^{-3}$ mbar, whereas the film grown at an oxygen partial pressure of $10^{-4}$ mbar shows ferromagnetic character. This indicates that the film grown at lower oxygen partial pressures has more oxygen vacancies, available for ferromagnetic ordering. This type of oxygen partial pressure dependence was also observed in doped ZnO and SnO$_2$ oxide thin films by Hong et al., and in CeO$_2$ by Singhal et al. (Hong et al., 2005; Singhal et al., 2011). There are often significant differences between the properties of bulk samples and thin films due to the effects of the substrate, the magnetic moments are quite low in the thin film samples, as expected. The magnetization does not saturate due to the dominating diamagnetic signal from
the silicon substrate, but the value of spontaneous magnetization \( (M) \sim 2 \times 10^{-4} \) emu g\(^{-1}\) (at 2000 Oe) and the coercivity is around 80 Oe, and those values are quite low as compared with bulk values (see table 4.2.2).

Usually, bulk ZrO\(_2\) is diamagnetic at room temperature. When Ca\(^{2+}\) or Mg\(^{2+}\) ions are substituted for zirconium ion (Zr\(^{4+}\)) sites, compensating anionic vacancies are created in the O\(^{2-}\) sublattice. These anionic vacancies could be the origin of ferromagnetism in non-magnetic divalent ion doped ZrO\(_2\). This type of defect induced magnetism has already been observed in thin films of undoped HfO\(_2\), TiO\(_2\) (Venkatesan et al., 2004; Kim et al., 2009) and many other nanoparticles (Sundaresan et al., 2009; Coey et al., 2008), usually found in thin films and nanoparticles due to surface effects. However, this type of ferromagnetism in our bulk samples is robust and repeatable (even after months), because the samples are highly crystalline cubic zirconia, obtained on heating at very high temperatures. High-temperature treatments and larger grains ruled out the possibilities of hygroscopic nature and ageing, which have been observed in our recent study on Mn-doped zirconia powders due to low-temperature treatments and nanosized grains (Dimri et al., 2011).

4.2.3.1. Magnetic properties of LaMnO\(_3\) samples

To see the effects of the film thickness on magnetic properties, hysteresis curves and temperature dependence of magnetization were measured for the films. Figures 4.2.9 (a - c) show the hysteresis curves at 100 K for LM1300, LM1000, and LM900 thin films annealed at 800 °C in N\(_2\). The saturation magnetization does not show any noticeable change with thickness, whereas the coercivity changes in some extent with thickness presumably due to lattice disorder and strain present in the films. The hysteresis loops at room temperature (300 K) were almost diamagnetic (figures not included). However, below the transition temperature the films show a strong ferromagnetic behaviour, which is clear from fig. 4.2.9.
The temperature dependence of magnetization (ZFC at 0.1 T or 1000 Oe) is shown in figs. 4.2.9 (d - f) for the films LM1300, LM1000 and LM900 annealed at 800 °C in N₂. LM1300 exhibits broad anomalies at 44 and 211 K (fig. 4.2.9 (d)), this is consistent with the results of another study (Romaguera-Barcelay et al., 2011). These anomalies for LM1000 and LM900 were found to be around 46 and 196 K, and 45 and 200 K, respectively. The small shift in transition temperatures for different films of varying thicknesses might be the result of the presence of lattice disorder and/or strain in the films. The lower-temperature anomaly at around 45 K in the magnetization curves might be associated with re-arrangements of ferromagnetic domains, whereas the higher-temperature anomaly is likely associated with the paramagnetic-ferromagnetic phase transition ($T_C$), usually occurring at 140 K in high-quality single crystals and ceramics (Ritter et al., 1997). The noticeable increase in the Curie temperature in our thin films ($T_C$ around 200 K) may be due to the non-stoichiometry (increased oxygen-to-cation ratio).
Figures 4.2.10 (a) and (b) show magnetization and hysteresis curves for LM1000 thin films annealed at 800 °C in N₂ and O₂ atmospheres. The film annealed in O₂ atmosphere has $T_C$ around 250 K, whereas the one annealed in N₂ has a clearly lower $T_C$ of around 200 K (figure 4.2.10 (a)). The high $T_C$ value for our O₂-annealed LM1000 thin film is consistent with the enhanced $T_C$ observed in another study on LMO thin films grown in pure oxygen atmosphere by pulsed laser deposition (Kim et al., 2010). The larger saturation magnetization suggests the enhanced ferromagnetism for the O₂-annealed film as compared to that annealed in N₂ atmosphere, however the coercivity is lower (fig. 4.2.10 (b)) for this film due to the larger grains (see AFM image in fig. 4.1.8). Our XRD and magnetic property characterization results are in good agreement with other studies on LMO thin films (Kim et al., 2010; Raj Sankar et al., 2005), and we hence conclude that upon O₂ annealing the concentration of the smaller Mn⁴⁺ ions increases on the expense of the larger Mn³⁺ ions which enhances the exchange coupling between Mn³⁺ and Mn⁴⁺ ions, resulting in improved ferromagnetism and the higher $T_C$ value (Coey et al., 1999).
Annealing in O$_2$ atmosphere induces cation vacancies in LMO, which results in an up-shift of the magnetic transition temperatures and enhanced ferromagnetic character arising from the canting of the antiferromagnetic arrangement of spins (Krishnamoorthy et al., 2007; Raychaudhuri et al., 2003). The magnetization curves of LM1300 thin films annealed in N$_2$ atmosphere at 700 and 800 °C are shown in fig. 4.2.11 (a), revealing a decrease in $T_C$ from 210 to 195 K with an increase in the annealing temperature from 700 to 800 °C, apparently due to an increase in the cation-to-oxygen ratio and a reduction in ferromagnetism. A decrease in the Mn$^{4+}$ content at higher temperature may also be the reason for the depression of ferromagnetism and thus the lowering of $T_C$. Figure 4.2.11 (b) shows the hysteresis curve of LM1300 thin films (annealed at 700 and 800 °C in N$_2$) measured at 100 K. There is an increase in the coercivity for the sample annealed at 800 °C, which can be related to the enhanced antiferromagnetism (at the measurement temperature of 100 K) for this film.
Figure 4.2.12 (a) shows the temperature dependence of magnetization of bulk LMO samples sintered at 600 and 1300 °C in air. Here $T_C$ is increased (from 220 to 250 K) with increasing annealing temperature from 600 to 1300 °C in air indicating that the higher-temperature annealing in air results in an increased oxygen content (or higher Mn$^{4+}$-ion content) and formation of cation vacancies, which enhances the $T_C$ (Ritter et al., 1997; Joy et al., 2002). Hysteresis loops measured at 100 K for the two bulk samples are shown in fig. 4.2.12 (b) revealing remarkably high values of saturation magnetization. Sankar and Joy (Sankar et al., 2005) obtained similar values of magnetization in self-doped LMO prepared by solid state reaction method, through which the samples trap more La vacancies. Since Mn is smaller than La, Mn species can be incorporated on vacant La sites and consequently the valence state of Mn changes ($\text{Mn}^{3+} \rightarrow \text{Mn}^{4+}$), the total concentration of Mn$^{4+}$ ions increases and Mn$^{3+}$–O–Mn$^{4+}$ interactions are enhanced (Brankovic et al., 2010) resulting in better ferromagnetic properties. It is clear from fig. 4.2.12 (b) that the LMO bulk sample sintered at the lower temperature (600 °C) exhibits lower saturation magnetization and coercivity compared to the sample sintered at the higher temperature (1300 °C). We suggest that in the present case too sintering at 1300 °C in air induces La vacancies which then results in higher Mn$^{4+}$ - ion concentration and enhanced ferromagnetic properties.

It is important to emphasize that the annealing atmosphere affects the magnetic properties significantly. Annealing in N$_2$ atmosphere at higher temperature leads to the more stoichiometric samples and causes reduction in ferromagnetism, whereas the high-temperature treatment in air/O$_2$ atmosphere leads to the non-stoichiometry and enhancement in ferromagnetism in LaMnO$_3$ bulk and thin film samples. The structural and microstructural properties of
LMO thin films deposited by ALD method are found to be good and can be improved by changing substrates and deposition temperatures.

4.2.3.2. MFM Studies of LaMnO₃ thin films

Figure 4.2.13. MFM images taken at constant average height (T = 65 K, H = 0) of LM1000 film annealed at 800°C. Image (a) N₂ atmosphere, (b) domain pattern derived from image (a); domain size 50 – 100 nm. Image (c) O₂ atmosphere, (d) domain pattern derived from image (c); domain size 150 – 200 nm

Magnetic force microscopy images were taken at 65 K and zero magnetic fields for the LM1000 films annealed in N₂ and O₂ atmospheres. The images were taken at constant average height in dynamic mode. The contrast observed in the images of fig. 4.2.13 corresponds to the detected shift of the centre frequency due to the interaction of the tip magnetic field with the stray field of the surface. Both images were taken at the same height and with the same cantilever amplitude, enabling a comparison to be made between the two films. Figure 4.2.13 shows the magnetic domain structure at 65 K to have domain size of 50 – 100 nm for the film annealed in N₂ and 150 – 200 nm for the film annealed in O₂. These domain sizes correspond well to the grain sizes of the films as
4.3. Dielectric Studies of Y-type Ba$_{2-x}$Sr$_x$Mg$_2$Fe$_{12}$O$_{22}$ samples

Figure 4.3 shows the temperature and frequency dependence of the dielectric permittivity $\varepsilon_r$ and loss (tan\(\delta\)) of Ba$_{2-x}$Sr$_x$Mg$_2$Fe$_{12}$O$_{22}$. High dielectric loss is consistent with previous dielectric characterization on Y-type hexaferrites (Abo El Atta et al., 2003). The dielectric permittivity exhibits very broad peaks in the range 430 – 680 K (figs. 4.3 (a) – (d)).
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Figure 4.3. Temperature dependence of the dielectric permittivity $\varepsilon_r$ and dielectric loss (tan\(\delta\)) of Ba$_{2-x}$Sr$_x$Mg$_2$Fe$_{12}$O$_{22}$ samples measured at different frequencies

The broadness and position of the peaks changed with strontium content, but no clear trend could be assigned. It is likely that these peaks are associated with the Curie (ferrimagnetic-paramagnetic) transition in the range 550 – 670 K as previously identified from our magnetic susceptibility data (see table 4.2.1). In addition, these peaks showed pronounced frequency dispersion, with the maximum shifting to higher temperature with increasing frequency. Frequency dependent peaks in the dielectric permittivity around the magnetic transition temperatures were also observed in other magnetic systems, such as bilayer manganite (Pr(Sr$_{0.1}$Ca$_{0.9}$)$_2$Mn$_2$O$_7$) (Ghosh et al., 2009) and hexagonal ABX$_3$-type antiferromagnets (Morishita et al., 2001). In the bilayer manganite, it was observed that the broad anomaly around the Curie temperature had an intrinsic
capacitive nature, which was also responsible for the frequency dispersion in the dielectric permittivity (Ghosh et al., 2009). For the hexagonal ABX$_3$-type antiferromagnets, the dielectric anomalies and the strong frequency dispersion observed in CsCoBr$_3$ and the weaker dispersion in RbCoBr$_3$ were attributed to spin-lattice interaction (Morishita et al., 2001). Our results suggest that in Y-type hexaferrite too, the perturbation of the magnetic order during heating produces frequency dependent broad peaks in the dielectric constant. This indicates that the dielectric properties are influenced by the magnetic state. The dielectric loss peaks shown in figs. 4.3 (a) – (d), also attributed to the transformation of the magnetic order.

An additional anomaly in the dielectric permittivity was observed at higher temperatures in the range 820 – 890 K, represented by broad or narrower peaks (see out-set of figs. 4.3 (a) – (d)). The broadness and position of the peaks did not show any clear trend with strontium content. The position of the permittivity peaks at high temperatures (above 820 K) did not change with varying the frequency. This normally occurs in correspondence of structural modifications, suggesting that the dielectric constant peaks observed probably indicate a phase transition.
5. CONCLUSIONS

- Different samples of \( \text{Ba}_{2-x}\text{Sr}_x\text{Mg}_2\text{Fe}_{12}\text{O}_{22} \), Ca and Mg stabilized zirconia (\( \text{ZrO}_2 \)), and \( \text{LaMnO}_3 \) (LMO) were synthesized in bulk form by citrate combustion route, whereas thin films of Ca doped \( \text{ZrO}_2 \) have been prepared by pulsed laser deposition (PLD) and LMO by atomic layer deposition (ALD) techniques.

- Strontium substitution for Barium in \( \text{Ba}_{2-x}\text{Sr}_x\text{Mg}_2\text{Fe}_{12}\text{O}_{22} \) alters the magnetic phase transition temperatures and magnetic hysteresis behaviour. Intermediate spin phase transition temperatures and the Curie temperature (ferrimagnetic-paramagnetic phase transition) shifted to higher temperatures with increasing strontium content. Saturation magnetization decreases and coercivity increases with increasing Sr substitution for Ba ions. \( ^{57}\text{Fe} \) NMR spectrum measured at 5 K and in zero magnetic field was found to be broad for the \( \text{Ba}_2\text{Mg}_2\text{Fe}_{12}\text{O}_{22} \) hexaferrite due to a more complex structure when compared to the well resolved NMR spectra for M-type hexaferrites (Paper I).

- Broad and frequency dependent peaks for \( \text{Ba}_{2-x}\text{Sr}_x\text{Mg}_2\text{Fe}_{12}\text{O}_{22} \) samples were observed in the dielectric permittivity around the Curie temperature, evidencing that a change in the magnetic order affects the dielectric properties (Paper I).

- Room-temperature ferromagnetism have observed in Ca and Mg stabilized zirconia (\( \text{ZrO}_2 \)) bulk samples and similar thin film oriented in [1 1 1] direction. X-ray diffraction studies and Raman spectra measured at room temperature reveal the formation of cubic phase zirconia. Bulk powders show good ferromagnetic hysteresis loops, whereas it is weaker in thin films. The origin of the ferromagnetism can be related to oxygen vacancies created due to divalent calcium and magnesium ion substitution for tetravalent zirconium ions (Paper II).

- High-quality perovskite-structured LMO thin films deposited on silicon substrates by the atomic layer deposition technique and also bulk LMO samples synthesized by a citrate combustion method. All thin films annealed at 700-800 °C and bulk samples (sintered at 600 and 1300 °C) exhibited the single-phase perovskite-type lanthanum manganite structure, as confirmed from both XRD and Raman spectroscopy data. (Paper III).

- Variations in film thickness, annealing atmosphere (\( \text{N}_2 \) or \( \text{O}_2 \)) and temperature did not affect the crystal structure but changed the microstructure, surface morphology, oxygen-to-cation ratio and
magnetic transition temperatures in our LMO thin films. The oxygen non-stoichiometry (i.e. cation vacancies) and thereby the Mn$^{4+}$/Mn$^{3+}$ ratio tuned by the processing parameters caused the variation in magnetic properties of our ALD-grown LMO thin films as well as the bulk samples (Paper III).

- Annealing in N$_2$ atmosphere enhanced the antiferromagnetism and better stoichiometry, whereas the air/O$_2$ annealing enhanced the ferromagnetism and non-stoichiometry in LMO samples. The Curie transition temperatures in our LMO film and bulk samples were found to be higher from the ideal value (~140 K), which also could be related to non-stoichiometry (Paper III).
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ABSTRACT

The structural and magnetic properties of various multifunctional oxides such as Y-type hexaferrites (chemical formula \( \text{Ba}_{2-x}\text{Sr}_x\text{Mg}_2\text{Fe}_{12}\text{O}_{22} \) with \( 0 \leq x \leq 2 \)), Ca and Mg stabilized cubic zirconia (ZrO$_2$) and LaMnO$_3$ (LMO) samples have been studied in this thesis.

Due to much interest in the multiferroic Y-type hexaferrites, we investigated the effect of strontium substitution on structural, magnetic, and dielectric properties of \( \text{Ba}_{2-x}\text{Sr}_x\text{Mg}_2\text{Fe}_{12}\text{O}_{22} \) (with \( 0 \leq x \leq 2 \)) samples. Y-type hexaferrite phase formation was not affected by strontium substitution for barium, in the range \( 0 \leq x \leq 1.5 \), confirmed by x-ray diffraction and Raman spectroscopy measured at room temperature. Two intermediate magnetic spin phase transitions (at temperatures \( T_1 \) and \( T_II \)) and a ferrimagnetic-paramagnetic transition (at Curie temperature \( T_c \)) were identified from the temperature dependence of the magnetic susceptibility. These magnetic transition temperatures increased with increasing strontium content. Magnetic hysteresis measurements indicated that by increasing strontium concentration, the coercivity increases, while the saturation magnetization decreases. The \(^{57}\text{Fe} \) NMR spectrum of the Y-type hexaferrite measured at 5 K and in zero magnetic field showed remarkable differences compared to that of other hexaferrites due to their different number of tetrahedral and octahedral iron sites. The temperature and frequency dependence of the dielectric permittivity evidenced broad peaks with frequency dispersion in correspondence of the Curie temperature.

We also studied the room-temperature ferromagnetism in Ca and Mg stabilized zirconia bulk samples and thin films for spintronic applications. Powders were prepared by the citrate-combustion route, and thin films grown on silicon substrates by the pulsed laser deposition technique. X-ray diffractograms and Raman spectra at room temperature reveal the formation of cubic phase zirconia. The observed ferromagnetism is robust at room temperature in both bulk as well as in thin film samples, although it is weaker in thin films. The origin of the ferromagnetism can be related to oxygen vacancies created due to divalent (calcium and magnesium) substitution for tetravalent zirconium ions.

Thin films of LaMnO$_3$ (LMO) were deposited by the atomic layer deposition (ALD) technique on silicon (100) substrates, whereas bulk samples were prepared by citrate combustion route. Effects of varying thickness, annealing atmosphere and temperature were studied on both LMO sample classes. Single phase perovskite crystal structure was confirmed by X-ray diffraction and Raman spectroscopy, in thin films annealed at 700 and 800 °C as well as in bulk samples. Thin films annealed in N$_2$ or O$_2$ environments do not vary in the crystal structure, but differ by the oxygen stoichiometry, microstructure and magnetic properties. Curie temperature in all LMO thin films annealed in N$_2$ was found to be around 200K, while it was around 250K for the films annealed in O$_2$ as well as for the bulk samples.
KOKKUVÕTE

Käesolevas doktoritöös on uuritud erinevate multifunktsionaalsete oksiidide, nagu Y-tüüpi heksaferriitide (keemilise valemiga \( \text{Ba}_{2-x}\text{Sr}_x\text{Mg}_2\text{Fe}_{12}\text{O}_{22}, 0 \leq x \leq 2 \)), Ca- ja Mg-stabiliseeritud kuubilise tsirkooniumoksiidi (\( \text{ZrO}_2 \)) ja \( \text{LaMnO}_3 \) (LMO) struktuurseid ja magnetilisi omadusi.

Tänu suurele üldisele huvile multiferroiliste Y-tüüpi heksaferriitide vastu uurisime baariumi asukohale strontiumi asendamise mõju \( \text{Ba}_{2-x}\text{Sr}_x\text{Mg}_2\text{Fe}_{12}\text{O}_{22} \) proovide struktuursetele, magnetilistele ja dielektrilistele omadustele. Vahemikus 0 \leq x \leq 1,5 ei avaldanud strontiumi asendamine baariumiga avastatav mõju Y-tüüpi heksaferriidi faasi moodustumisele, mida kinnitasid toatemperatuuril mõõdetud rõntgendifraktsioonianalüüs ja Ramani spektroskoopia. Magneetumise temperatuursõltuvuse järgi identifitseeriti kaks vahepealset spinkorrastuse faasiülemineku (temperatuuridel \( T_\text{I} \) ja \( T_\text{II} \)) ja ferromagnetiline-paramagnetiline üleminek (Curie temperatuuril \( T_\text{C} \)). Nende magnetiliste üleminekute temperatuurid tõusivad koos kasvava strontiumi sisaldusega. Magnetilise hütereesi mõõtmised näitasid, et strontiumi kontrdentratsiooni suurenemisel koeritsiivsus kasvab, samal ajal kui magnetiline küllastus väheneb. 5 K juures nullväljas mõõdetud Y-tüüpi heksaferriidi \(^{57}\text{Fe} \) TMR spektter näitas tänu erinevale teträheeddriste ja oktaheederliaste raua sendrite olamasolule määratlusvääraseid erinevusi teistest heksaferriitidest. Dielektrilise lähibavuse temperatuur- ja sagedussõltuvus avaldus Curie temperatuurile vastava sageduse dispersiooniga laiades piikides.

Me uurisime ka toatemperatuurset ferromagnetismi Ca ja Mg stabiliseeritud tsirkooniumoksiidi lähteproovides ning magnetoelektroonilistes seadmetes kasutatavates tööheades kiledes. Pulbrid valmistati tsitraat-põletamise meetodil ja tööheades kiled kasvatati räinisubstraadil impulslassler-sadestust meeditool. Toatemperatuursete rõntgendifraktsiogrammid ja Ramani spektrid paljastavad kuubilise tsirkooniumoksiidi faasi tekkimise. Täheldatud ferromagnetism on toatemperatuuril säästlik nii läheheades kui ka tööheades kilede, olles magnetilise nõrgem. Ferromagnetismi päritol võib seostada hapniku vakantsidega, mis tekkisid divalentsete ionide (kaltsium, magneesium) asendamisel teträheedriste tsirkooniumi ionside asemele.

\( \text{LaMnO}_3 \) (LMO) tööheades kilede sadestati räni (100) substraadile aatomkihtsadestamise (ALD) teel, mille lähteproovid valmistati tsitraat-põletamise meetodil. Muutuva paksuse, lõõmutamisatmosfääri ja -temperatuuri mõjutused mõlemat tüüpi LMO proovil. Ühefaasiline perovskiidi kristallstruktuur kinnitati rõntgendifraktsiooniga ja Ramani spektroskoopiaga nii 700 ja 800 °C juures lõõmutud tööheades kilede kui ka lähteproovides. Tööheades kilede \( \text{N}_2 \) või \( \text{O}_2 \) keskkondades lõõmutamine ei muuda kristalstruktuuri, kuid mõjutab hapniku stöhhiomeetriat, mikrostruktuuri ning magnetilisi omadusi. \( \text{N}_2 \) keskkonnon lõõmutud LMO tööheades kilede Curie temperatuuriks määrati ligikaudu 200 K, samas oli \( \text{O}_2 \) keskkonnon lõõmutud tööheades kilede ja lähteproovide Curie temperatuur ligikaudu 250 K.
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The effect of strontium substitution on structural, magnetic, and dielectric properties of a multiferric Y-type hexaferrite (chemical formula Ba2-xSrxFe12O22 with 0 ≤ x ≤ 2) was investigated. Y-type hexaferrite phase formation was not affected by strontium substitution for barium, in the range 0 ≤ x ≤ 1.5, confirmed by x-ray diffraction and Raman spectroscopy measured at room temperature. Two intermediate magnetic spin phase transitions (at temperatures T1 and T2) and a ferrimagnetic-paramagnetic transition (at Curie temperature TC) were identified from the temperature dependence of the magnetic susceptibility. Magnetic transition temperatures (Tc, T1, and T2) increased with increasing strontium content. Magnetic hysteresis measurements indicated that by increasing strontium concentration, the coercivity increases, while the saturation magnetization decreases. The 57Fe NMR spectrum of the Y-type hexaferrite measured at 5 K and in zero magnetic field showed remarkable differences compared to that of other hexaferrites due to their different number of tetrahedral and octahedral iron sites. The temperature and frequency dependence of the dielectric permittivity evidenced broad peaks with frequency dispersion in correspondence of the Curie temperature. © 2012 American Institute of Physics. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4754532]

I. INTRODUCTION

Hexagonal ferrites and microwave devices are largely used in different types of electronic and microwave devices due to their versatile magnetic properties.1−5 Hexaferrites are subdivided into six types, according to their chemical formula and structure, namely M-, W-, Y-, Z-, X-, and U-type.6,7 Most hexaferrites have M-type structure as one of the basic units. This has the simplest structure among the other six variants and is composed of R and S blocks. The R block has the stoichiometry BaFe12O19, with five octahedral sites of two different types and one trigonal bipyramidal site. The S unit is formed by two formula units of Fe3O4 with the spinel structure containing two tetrahedral and four octahedral cation sites. Y-type hexaferrites are derived from S and T blocks.7,8 The T unit has four layers with formula Ba2Fe5O16, where Fe ions occupy two tetrahedral sites, and six octahedral sites of two different types (Fig. 1). Magnetic spin blocks stack along the c axis, with alternating large (μ1) and small (μ3) magnetic moments of opposite direction, produce collinear ferrimagnetic even at high temperatures exceeding room temperature. Decreasing the temperature, Y-type hexaferrites undergo transitions from a collinear ferrimagnetic phase to a proper-screw spin phase, and at lower temperature, from screw spin phase to a longitudinal collinear spin phase (see Fig. 1).10

Y- and Z-types hexaferrites attracted large interest in recent years due to the observation of magnetoelectric effects,8−13 the possibility of tailoring magnetic properties by varying doping and sintering conditions,14 and the recent discovery of ferroelectricity.9,10,15 Ferroelectricity in a Y-type hexaferrite system (Ba0.5Sr1.5ZnFe12O22) was first reported by Kimura et al.9 At ambient conditions and zero magnetic field, Ba0.5Sr1.5Zn2Fe12O22 is a nonferroelectric insulator with noncollinear spin arrangement. In an applied magnetic field, it undergoes several phase transitions and some of the phases exhibit ferroelectricity induced by a critical magnetic field of 0.3−0.8 T.5,16,17 Ferroelectricity was also observed in Ba2Mg2Fe12O22 and Bax(Mg1−x/3Zn2/3)Fe12O22 Y-type hexaferrites, where the critical magnetic field to induce the ferroelectricity was dramatically reduced to 30 mT.18−20 Chun et al.18 partially substituted Fe with Al in BaxSr1−xZnFe12O22 and successfully induced the ferroelectric phase at 1 mT.

In order to further explore the interesting properties of MgY hexaferrites (Ba2Mg2Fe12O22), we investigated the effect of strontium substitution on structure, magnetic transition temperatures, and dielectric behaviour of Ba2-xSrxFe12O22 (0 ≤ x ≤ 2), prepared by chemical solution method. Strontium was chosen because it has good solubility in Y-type barium hexaferrite, and it has also shown to improve the magnetic properties of Y-type hexaferrites.19

II. EXPERIMENTAL

Polycrystalline powder samples of Ba2-xSr1+x/3Mg2Fe12O22 (with x = 0, 0.5, 1, 1.5, and 2) were prepared by chemical citrate solution method.20,21 Initially, the aqueous solutions (0.5M) of Ba(NO3)2, SrCO3, MgO, Fe(NO3)3, 9H2O, and citric acid were prepared separately in deionised water. These solutions were mixed and the pH of the resulting solution was

---
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made neutral or slightly alkaline (pH = 7–8) by adding ammonia solution. The solution was heated on hot plate with constant stirring until auto-combustion. The resulting powders were heated at 500 °C for 3 h to remove the organic impurities. The powders were pressed in disc shape pellets and sintered at 1200 °C for 5 h in air.

Powder x-ray diffraction and Raman spectroscopy were used for phase identification. The x-ray diffraction was carried out using a Philips x-ray diffractometer. Raman spectroscopy (Horiba Jobin Yvon Labram HR 800) was performed at room temperature on sintered samples. Vibrating sample magnetometer (VSM, Quantum Design’s 14T-PPMS) was used to measure the magnetic susceptibility and hysteresis loops of the sintered and crushed powder samples. The temperature dependence of magnetization was measured in a broad temperature range (10–850 K). Magnetic hysteresis loops were measured in the range 10–400 K. The solid state NMR (14N) spectra were measured using the Fourier transform spin echo technique on Bruker AVANCE II NMR spectrometer. The spectra were recorded at T = 5 K in zero external field, because the signal was noisy and weak at room temperature. The excitation frequency was varied from 69 to 77 MHz in steps of 0.1 MHz to cover the full broad spectral range of lines corresponding to different typical crystallographic iron sites in hexaferrites. For the dielectric measurements, the disk shape pellets were coated with silver electrodes. The temperature dependence of the dielectric permittivity and loss was measured at various frequencies from 1 to 100 kHz using a precision LCR meter (Agilent, 4284A) connected to a high temperature tube furnace.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Phase identification

Figure 2 shows the XRD patterns of the samples calcined at 1200 °C/5 h. The x-ray diffractograms reveal that samples Ba2- xSr3Mg2Fe12O22 (with x = 0, 0.5, 1, 1.5) have pure Y-type hexagonal structure, whereas Sr3Mg2Fe12O22 (x = 2) does not exhibit single phase Y-type structure and was therefore not examined in details in the present study. This is consistent with previous structural studies on Zn3Y hexaferrites,19 where the maximum solubility of strontium in the Ba2-xSr3Zn1Fe12O22 ferrite was found to be about 1.8, and complete substitution of Ba2+ by Sr2+ prevented the Y-type phase formation.

Lattice parameters of Ba2-xSr3Mg2Fe12O22 (with x = 0, 0.5, 1, 1.5) calculated and listed in Table I confirmed Y-type hexaferrite phase. The value of lattice parameter "a" decreased with the rise of Sr content, since the ionic radius of Sr2+ (1.32 Å) is smaller compared to Ba2+ (1.49 Å). The c/a ratio increased with increasing strontium content.

The Raman spectra measured at room temperature in Fig. 3 also confirm that Ba2-xSr3Mg2Fe12O22 samples exhibit a hexaferrite structure.22-25 In our knowledge, there are not many Raman studies on Y-type hexaferrites, except a recent publication on Zn3Y hexaferrite.26 Raman peaks become broader with the increase of the value of x from 0 to 1.5 (Fig. 3). Changes in chemical composition, atomic radii, valence, bond length, cell size, and magnetic order might lead to the broadening of Raman peaks.27 In our samples,
TABLE 1. Lattice parameters for different Sr concentration in the Ba$_{2-x}$Sr$_x$Mg$_2$Fe$_{12}$O$_{22}$ samples (with estimated errors).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Value of x in Ba$_{2-x}$Sr$<em>x$Mg$<em>2$Fe$</em>{12}$O$</em>{22}$</th>
<th>a (Å) (1%)</th>
<th>c (Å) (0.5%)</th>
<th>c/a</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>5.866</td>
<td>43.2683</td>
<td>7.376</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>5.8548</td>
<td>43.3514</td>
<td>7.004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>5.8336</td>
<td>43.2799</td>
<td>7.008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>5.8336</td>
<td>43.2799</td>
<td>7.008</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

peak broadening may be related to changes in magnetic structure on strontium substitution.

B. Magnetic studies

The magnetic phase transition temperatures in Ba$_{2-x}$Sr$_x$Mg$_2$Fe$_{12}$O$_{22}$ for different strontium content (x = 0, 0.5, 1, 1.5) were determined from the temperature dependence of magnetic susceptibility measured in an applied magnetic field of 0.1 T (Fig. 4). The ferrimagnetic-paramagnetic transition (Curie temperature, T$_C$) was identified as the temperature where the magnetic susceptibility significantly dropped. The two visible susceptibility peaks in correspondence of temperatures T$_1$ and T$_2$ (Fig. 4) are associated with the consecutive magnetic spin transitions. Decreasing the temperature, the magnetic order changes from collinear ferrimagnetic to a proper-screw spin phase at transition temperature $T_2$, and from screw spin phase to a longitudinal conical spin phase around transition temperature $T_1$ (see also Fig. 1), as recently suggested for Ba$_2$Mg$_2$Fe$_{12}$O$_{22}$ (x = 0) based on neutron diffraction. The magnetic transition temperatures of different samples of Ba$_{2-x}$Sr$_x$Mg$_2$Fe$_{12}$O$_{22}$ are given in Table II. It can be seen that all the magnetic transition temperatures increase with increasing Sr content.

Figure 5 shows the magnetic hysteresis loops of Ba$_{2-x}$Sr$_x$Mg$_2$Fe$_{12}$O$_{22}$ measured at 300 K for different strontium content (x = 0, 0.5, 1, 1.5). Coercivity was found to be increased with strontium concentration (for x = 1.5, the coercivity is two times larger than in case of x = 0). Similar behaviour in coercivity was also found by other research groups on Sr substitution in Y-type hexaferrites. The ground state magnetic structure of these hexaferrites \{(BaSr)$_2$Mg$_2$Fe$_{12}$O$_{22}$, (BaSr)$_2$Zn$_2$Fe$_{12}$O$_{22}$\} is composed of alternating stacking of the L and S blocks along the c axis. The magnetic moments of Fe sites lying in the ab plane are in collinear ferrimagnetic structures, within these blocks. The Sr-free sample shows the collinear ferrimagnetic order at room temperature, whereas the antiferromagnetic order increased with the increase in Sr content. The enhancement in antiferromagnetic order for higher concentration (x = 1.5) results in increased coercivity, whereas the composition x = 1 shows slight decrease in coercivity, possibly due to an
intermediate phase (between proper-screw and conical spin phase) and magnetic frustrations existing at this composition. Enhancement in coercivity in antiferromagnetic phase is understandable, because it needs higher demagnetizing fields as compared to ferrimagnetic material. At room temperature, Ba$_{2-x}$Sr$_x$Mg$_2$Fe$_{12}$O$_{22}$ samples with compositions $x = 0$ and $x = 0.5$ are still in collinear ferrimagnetic phase (show single ferrimagnetic loop), while samples with $x = 1$ and $x = 1.5$ have entered already in the screw spin phase (showed triple loops). The abnormal triple loops are related to the changes in the magnetic phases and intermediate phases produced by strontium substitution in Ba$_{2-x}$Sr$_x$Mg$_2$Fe$_{12}$O$_{22}$ samples. Kimura et al. had also observed the phase change from collinear ferrimagnetic to antiferromagnetic state, with other intermediate phases, depending on Sr substitution for barium ions in Zn$_2$Y hexaferrites.$^9$ Our Ba$_{2-x}$Sr$_x$Mg$_2$Fe$_{12}$O$_{22}$ samples with higher strontium concentration ($x = 1$ and 1.5) exhibit an intermediate magnetic phase in between proper screw spin phase and conical spin phase at room temperature. This intermediate phase could be responsible for multistage abnormal hysteresis loop. This kind of loops has been observed in Ba$_2$Mg$_2$Fe$_{12}$O$_{22}$ samples (at 10 K) by Sagayama et al.$^{10}$ and they attributed it to the phase transition of the magnetic structure, which was supported by neutron diffraction studies at low temperatures.$^{10}$

In order to study the magnetic behaviour of the different magnetic phases, magnetic hysteresis loops of Ba$_{0.5}$Sr$_1$Mg$_2$Fe$_{12}$O$_{22}$ were measured at selected representative temperatures in the range 10–400 K (Fig. 6). Figs. 6(a) and 6(b) show the magnetic hysteresis at 10 and 30 K, respectively, where the conical spin phase is exhibited. In the range 200–350 K, the sample has a screw spin phase and it shows triple M-H loops (Figs. 6(c)–6(e)). At 400 K, Ba$_{0.5}$Sr$_1$Mg$_2$Fe$_{12}$O$_{22}$ sample has collinear ferrimagnetic order and the magnetic hysteresis curve shows the typical ferrimagnetic behaviour (Fig. 6(f)).

C. NMR measurements on Ba$_2$Mg$_2$Fe$_{12}$O$_{22}$

The $^{57}$Fe NMR spectrum of Ba$_2$Mg$_2$Fe$_{12}$O$_{22}$ measured at 5 K in zero applied magnetic field is shown in Fig. 7. The NMR spectrum is noisy and broad, consistent with previous NMR measurements on Y-type hexaferrites.\(^{12}\) Y-type hexaferrites have six sublattice sites ($6c_{IV}$, $8a_{VI}$, $18b_{VII}$, $6c_{IV}$, $6c_{IV}$, and $3b_{VI}$), which could not be distinguished in our NMR spectrum. In case of M-type\(^{13}\) and U-type\(^{15}\) barium hexaferrites, the NMR

---

### TABLE II. Coercivities and magnetic transition temperatures (with average estimated errors) of the powder samples of Ba$_{2-x}$Sr$_x$Mg$_2$Fe$_{12}$O$_{22}$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Value of $x$ in Ba$_{2-x}$Sr$<em>x$Mg$<em>2$Fe$</em>{12}$O$</em>{22}$</th>
<th>Coercivity $H_c$ (Oe)</th>
<th>$T_1$ ($\pm$ 5 K)</th>
<th>$T_{11}$ ($\pm$ 10 K)</th>
<th>$T_C$ ($\pm$ 5 K)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>260</td>
<td>590</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>290</td>
<td>590</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>355</td>
<td>590</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>390</td>
<td>670</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
spectra consist of five peaks relative to the different lattice iron sites (12 k, 4f\text{iv}, 2a, 4f\text{v}, and 2b in M-type and 12 k, 8f\text{iv}, 4a, 4f\text{v}, and 2b in U-type hexaferrites). This unresolved spectrum is probably due to a number of different crystallographic (tetrahedral and octahedral) iron sites in the Y-type structure (see Fig. 1). The other reason of broadening may be related to its different magnetic order, because our Y-type hexaferrite samples are in conical spin order at this temperature (5 K), whereas M- and U-type hexaferrites are usually in collinear ferrimagnetic states at that temperature resulting in well resolved NMR spectra.

D. Dielectric studies

Figure 8 shows the temperature and frequency dependence of the dielectric permittivity \( \varepsilon_c \) and loss (tang\( \delta \)) of Ba\text{2}Sr\text{2}Mg\text{2}Fe\text{12}O\text{32}. High dielectric loss is consistent with previous dielectric characterization on Y-type hexaferrites.\(^{35}\)

The dielectric permittivity exhibits very broad peaks in the range 430–680 K (Figs. 8(a)–8(d)). The broadness and position of the peaks changed with strontium content, but no clear trend could be assigned. It is likely that these peaks are associated with the Curie (ferrimagnetic-paramagnetic) transition in the range 550–670 K as previously identified from our magnetic susceptibility data (see Table II). In addition, these peaks showed pronounced frequency dispersion, with the maximum shifting to higher temperatures with increasing frequency. Frequency dependent peaks in the dielectric permittivity around the magnetic transition temperatures were also observed in other magnetic systems, such as bilayer manganite (Pr\text{1}Ca\text{0.9})\text{MnO}_3\(^{16}\) and hexagonal ABX\text{3} type antiferromagnets.\(^{35}\) In the bilayer manganite, it was observed that the broad anomaly around the Curie temperature had an intrinsic capacitive nature, which was also responsible for the frequency dispersion in the dielectric permittivity.\(^{64}\) For the hexagonal ABX\text{3} type antiferromagnets, the dielectric anomalies and the strong frequency dispersion observed in CsCoBr\text{3} and the weaker dispersion in RbCoBr\text{3} were attributed to spin-lattice interaction.\(^{65}\) Our results suggest that in Y-type hexaferrite too, the perturbation of the magnetic order during heating produces frequency dependent broad peaks in the dielectric constant. This indicates that the dielectric properties are influenced by the magnetic state. The dielectric loss peaks shown in Figs. 8(a)–8(d), also attributed to the transformation of the magnetic order.

An additional anomaly in the dielectric permittivity was observed at higher temperatures in the range 820–890 K, represented by broad or narrower peaks (see out-set of Figs. 8(a)–8(d)). The broadness and position of the peaks did not show any clear trend with strontium content. The position of the permittivity peaks at high temperatures (above 820 K) did not change with varying the frequency. This normally
occurs in correspondence of structural modifications, suggesting that the dielectric constant peaks observed probably indicate a phase transition.

IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

$\text{Ba}_{3-x}\text{Sr}_x\text{Mg}_2\text{Fe}_{12}\text{O}_{22}$ samples synthesized by chemical citrate method have single phase Y-type hexaferrite structure in the compositional range $0 \leq x \leq 1.5$. Strontium substitution alters the magnetic phase transition temperatures and magnetic hysteresis behaviour. Intermediate spin phase transition temperatures and the Curie temperature (ferromagnetic-paramagnetic phase transition) shifted to higher temperatures with increasing strontium content. Saturation magnetization decreases and coercivity increases with increasing Sr substitution for Ba ions. $^{57}\text{Fe}$ NMR spectrum measured at $5\text{K}$ and in zero magnetic field was found to be broad for the $\text{Ba}_3\text{Mg}_2\text{Fe}_{12}\text{O}_{22}$ hexaferrite due to a more complex structure when compared to the well resolved NMR spectra for M-type hexaferrites. Broad and frequency dependent peaks were observed in the dielectric permittivity around the Curie temperature, evidencing that a change in the magnetic order affects the dielectric properties.
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Abstract

We report room-temperature ferromagnetism in Ca and Mg stabilized zirconia bulk samples and thin films. Powders were prepared by the citrate-combustion route, and thin films grown on silicon substrates by the pulsed laser deposition technique. X-ray diffractograms and Raman spectra at room temperature reveal the formation of cubic phase zirconia. The observed ferromagnetism is robust at room temperature in both bulk as well as in thin film samples, although it is weaker in thin films. The origin of the ferromagnetism can be related to oxygen vacancies created due to divalent (calcium and magnesium) substitution for tetravalent zirconium ions.

(Some figures may appear in colour only in the online journal)

1. Introduction

Dilute magnetic semiconductors (DMS) have attracted vast interest in the last decade because of the possibility of assembling charge and spin degrees of freedom in a single substance. That makes them promising candidates for technological applications in spintronic devices, utilizing both the electronic charge as well as their spins [1–3]. With this hope to realize spintronic devices such as spin valves, spin transistors, spin light-emitting diodes (LEDs), ultrafast optical switches, etc, a significant amount of research effort has been focused on discovering materials suitable for these applications. A large number of transition metal (TM) doped oxides have been examined since the first prediction of ferromagnetism in Mn-doped ZnO by Diell et al in 2000 [2]. A remarkable amount of research has been carried out to understand the nature of magnetism in TM-doped oxide systems, such as ZnO, TiO$_2$, HfO$_2$, CeO$_2$, SnO$_2$ and In$_2$O$_3$ [4–9]. However, the experimental search for ferromagnetism in TM-doped oxide materials has not yet resulted in reproducible and homogeneous magnetic materials.

Interestingly, ferromagnetism has been suggested to be possible even in systems that do not contain magnetic impurities, materials often referred to as $d^0$ or intrinsic ferromagnets [10, 11]. Experimentally, it has been shown that thin films of HfO$_2$ and ZnO [12, 13] exhibit such type of ferromagnetism with a rather high Curie temperature ($T_C$). The ferromagnetism with high Curie temperature was also proposed by substitution of the four-valent cation $A^{4+}$ in dioxides such as AO$_2$ ($A =$ Ti, Zr, or Hf) by a monovalent cation of group 1A of the periodic table [11]. HfO$_2$ and ZrO$_2$ are both wide-band insulating materials with a high dielectric constant; the possibility of making them ferromagnetic could widen their possible application in the emerging field of spintronics.

Recent theoretical studies also predicted high-temperature ferromagnetism in TM-doped cubic zirconia [14] and K-doped ZrO$_2$ [11]. However, doping with Cu [15], Cr [14] or Ca...
[11] in ZrO$_2$ can result in paramagnetism, antiferromagnetic or non-magnetic ground states, respectively. According to these theories, single oxygen vacancy induces local magnetic moments on the neighbouring oxygen atoms, which then interact with extended exchange coupling. Motivated by these promising theoretical predictions of ferromagnetism in doped ZrO$_2$, a few experimental works have been carried out to confirm the room-temperature ferromagnetism in Zr$_{1-x}$Mn$_x$O$_2$ [16–18] and Zr$_{1-x}$Fe$_x$O$_2$ [19]. However, experimental results were controversial in these studies, and ferromagnetism was not shown up to the level, which has been predicted. Our recent experimental study on Mn-doped ZrO$_2$ [17] suggested that an undesired secondary phase like Mn$_6$O$_4$ segregates on high-temperature heat treatments. To overcome the problems related to secondary phases, we study further the possibility of ferromagnetism in ZrO$_2$ stabilized with non-magnetic elements such as Ca or Mg, as they are well soluble in the zirconia matrix and their magnetic properties have not yet been investigated experimentally.

In this paper, we report the ferromagnetic properties observed in cubic zirconia stabilized with non-magnetic dopants (Ca, Mg, and Y). Accordingly, we synthesized bulk and thin films of Ca, Y, and Mg stabilized cubic zirconia, and studied their structural and magnetic properties to understand the dopant effects. Optimum dopant concentrations (16 at% Ca and 14 at% Mg in ZrO$_2$) were selected from the phase diagrams reported in the literature to get the cubic crystalline phase at room temperature [20, 21]. Y-stabilized cubic zirconia (YSZ) samples were found to be paramagnetic, so the results are not discussed in this paper.

2. Experimental

Polycrystalline powders of Zr$_{1-x}$Ca$_x$O$_2$ (x = 0 and 0.16) and Zr$_{0.85}$Mg$_{0.15}$O$_2$ were prepared by the chemical citrate-combustion route [17]. Zirconyl oxchloride (ZrOCl$_2$·8H$_2$O), CaO and MgO were used as starting materials. 0.5M solutions were prepared in deionized water for zirconium salt, whereas CaO and MgO were dissolved in excess of nitric acid and peroxide. Citric acid was added in 3:2 proportions for every cation. The resulting solution after mixing was first heated at 60°C for 2 h and then at 80°C till the complete evaporation of solvents. All our as-prepared powders were calcined at 800°C in air for 5 h. To see the effects of annealing in other environments than air, the as-prepared powder samples were alternatively calcined in argon/hydrogen environments at 800°C/5 h. The calcined powders were pressed to disc-shaped pellets and sintered in air at either 1200 or 1500°C for 3 h, to investigate the dependence of structural and magnetic properties on sintering temperatures.

Thin films of 16 at% calcium-doped ZrO$_2$ were deposited on 10×10 mm Si (1 0 0)/SiO$_2$ (25 nm thermal oxide) substrates by the pulsed laser deposition (PLD) technique. The substrates were ultrasonically cleaned in an acetone bath prior to the deposition process. Pellets that were used as PLD targets were sintered at 1200°C for 5 h. A KrF excimer laser (COMPexPro 205, Coherent, wavelength 248 nm, pulse width 25 ns) was used for ablation. The deposition conditions of the Zr$_{1-x}$Ca$_x$O$_2$ films were as follows: laser pulse energy density on the target 2.1 J cm$^{-2}$, repetition rate of laser 5 Hz, substrate temperature 800°C, the distance between the substrate and the target 7.5 cm. Ca-doped ZrO$_2$ thin films were deposited at three different oxygen pressures in the chamber during the film growth: 10$^{-2}$, 10$^{-3}$ and 10$^{-4}$ mbar. The number of laser impulses for growing each film were 30,000 and the resulting thicknesses of the films were ~150 nm.

The x-ray diffraction technique (Rigaku Ultima IV) and Raman spectroscopy (Horiba Jobin Yvon LabRAM HR 800) were used for structural identification at room temperature, whereas magnetic measurements were performed using a vibrating sample magnetometer (1 T PPM Quantum Design). Scanning electron micrographs (SEM) for microstructure and energy dispersive spectroscopic (EDS) measurements for stoichiometry were also made for those samples using a Zeiss EVO-MA15 apparatus.

3. Results and discussion

X-ray diffraction patterns for the undoped as well as Ca- and Mg-doped ZrO$_2$ bulk samples, heated at different temperatures are shown in figure 1(a). From these diffractograms we see that 16 at% Ca- and 14 at% Mg-doped ZrO$_2$ samples sintered at 1500°C exhibit a pure cubic (C) zirconia phase. The undoped sample sintered at 800°C shows a monoclinic structure with an extra peak of tetragonal zirconia, whereas a single-phase monoclinic structure is exhibited by the sample sintered at 1500°C. The lower, 10 at% Ca-doped zirconia sample shows a mixed cubic and tetragonal (T) structure; the presence of the tetragonal structure in this sample is also confirmed by the Raman spectra (figure not included). Figure 1(b) shows the diffractograms for the PLD thin films of the 16 at% Ca-doped ZrO$_2$, grown at different oxygen partial pressures. The films show one XRD peak for cubic zirconia (1 1 1) and other intense peaks from the silicon substrate. Raman spectra (see figure 2(b)) also confirm the cubic phase formation for thin films showing a characteristic cubic XRD pattern.

Raman spectra measured at room temperature for the bulk and thin film samples of doped zirconia are shown in figures 2(a) and (b). The spectrum for 16 at% Ca-doped ZrO$_2$ sintered sample at 1500°C (figure 2(a)) validates the cubic phase formation (Raman peaks around 275, 410, 520 and 580 cm$^{-1}$) [22], whereas the peaks are not separable for both Ca and Mg stabilized zirconia samples heated at 800°C. These broad and flat spectra may be related to the mixed zirconia phases at 800°C, although XRD could show single phase for those powders. Usually, the strongest Raman peak position is around 615 cm$^{-1}$ for yttria-stabilized zirconia samples [22], but for Ca-stabilized zirconia this shifts towards lower values, and it is around 580 cm$^{-1}$ in our sample. This shift may be because of the difference in sizes and mass of Ca and Zr, as compared with Y and Zr [22]. Raman spectra for the PLD thin films of 16% Ca-doped ZrO$_2$ demonstrate characteristic peaks of cubic zirconia (155, 425, 620 cm$^{-1}$); the strong peaks due to the silicon substrate (near 300 and 530 cm$^{-1}$) can also be seen in the spectra that suppress the
intensity of zirconia modes. Our results are consistent with another Raman study by Gazzoli et al [23], which showed that above 14% calcium doping stabilizes the cubic zirconia phase and below this doping concentration it results in a tetragonal structure; we have also observed the Raman spectra resembling the tetragonal structure for 10 at% Ca²⁺ in ZrO₂ (figure not included).

SEM micrographs and EDX spectra of the undoped and doped zirconia samples sintered at different temperatures are shown in figure 3. The EDX spectra reveal that the chemical compositions are in good agreement with the desired stoichiometry, and there are no impurities in the prepared samples. From the SEM images we can visualize that all those samples have grains in the micrometre (µm) range; however, the grains are smaller (~2–5 µm) for the samples treated at 800 °C and the undoped sintered sample at 1500 °C, whereas the grains are in the range 3–8 µm for the doped sintered samples at 1500 °C.

Figure 1. XRD patterns of (a) bulk powders heat-treated at different temperatures, (b) 16% Ca-doped ZrO₂ thin films deposited at various oxygen partial pressures.

Figure 2. Room-temperature Raman spectra of (a) bulk samples of doped ZrO₂; (b) ZrO₁₋ₓCaₓO₂ thin films.
Figure 3. SEM micrographs and EDX spectra of the undoped and doped zirconia samples.

Hysteresis loops measured at room temperature (300 K) for the Ca- and Mg-doped and undoped ZrO₂ samples heated at 800 and 1500 °C are shown in figure 4. M–H loops of the doped zirconia samples appear like a good ferromagnet for the powders heated at 800 °C, whereas the diamagnetism is enhanced in samples sintered at higher temperatures. The enhancement of the diamagnetic signal in the sintered samples may be due to the decrease in the number of oxygen vacancies on high-temperature treatment in air. The coercivities and spontaneous magnetization (at 0.5 T) estimated from these curves are listed in table 1. There are no remarkable changes in coercivities, whereas the saturation magnetization decreases with the increase in sintering temperatures. The undoped ZrO₂ samples also exhibit tiny ferromagnetic hysteresis, possibly
due to the presence of some oxygen vacancies in our samples. The density of oxygen vacancies is strongly dependent on the synthesis methods [24]. Zirconyl oxychloride was used as the zirconium precursor, so there is excess chlorine (Cl₂) during the sintering process, which was reported in an old study [24], which showed that preparation by nitrate or oxychloride precursors leads to oxygen vacancies in zirconia; however, the vacancies are lower in the samples prepared by oxychloride precursors. This is confirmed from the weak ferromagnetic signal in $M-H$ measurements (figure 4) due to these oxygen vacancies; however, the oxygen vacancy concentration was not enough to result in long-range ferromagnetic ordering in these undoped samples.

Figure 5 shows the $M-H$ curves measured at room temperature (300 K) for the Zr$_{0.4}$(Ca$_{0.16}$O$_2$ bulk samples annealed at 800, 1200 and 1500 °C/3 h in air. The magnetization decreases with increase in the sintering temperature, whereas the coercivity does not change noticeably. Saturation magnetization is six times larger for the sample annealed at 800 °C, as compared with the sample treated at 1500 °C. These results suggest that vacancies present at lower temperatures enhance the ferromagnetism, which diminishes on high-temperature treatments. The decrease in oxygen vacancies on high-temperature treatments results in the lowering of the ferromagnetic order and magnetic moment. There are more vacancies at 800 °C, due to the mixed phase (tetragonal phase as an additional phase), also reported in another study [25]. The decrease in oxygen vacancies on high-temperature treatments are also observed in other studies conducted for photoluminescence [26, 27]. The inset shows the $M-H$ loops of the Ca- and Mg-doped ZrO$_2$ samples annealed in a H$_2$/argon environment. In order to examine the defect nature of magnetism, annealing in different environments was performed, but even annealing in H$_2$/Ar

---

**Table 1. Magnetic parameters for different Ca- and Mg-doped zirconia samples.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Materials</th>
<th>$M_r$ (emu g$^{-1}$) (at 0.5 T)</th>
<th>Coercivity (Oe)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Zr$<em>{0.4}$Ca$</em>{0.16}$O$_2$</td>
<td>0.0335, 0.0076, 0.0055</td>
<td>200, 200, 185</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zr$<em>{0.8}$Mg$</em>{0.16}$O$_2$</td>
<td>0.012, 0.0055</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$T = 300$ K
environment could not enhance the long-range ferromagnetic ordering at high temperatures, as expected due to the increasing number of oxygen vacancies. The temperature dependence of magnetization for these samples was also measured in the temperature range 10–350 K (figures not included); it was almost constant and did not show any transition in this temperature range.

Figure 6 shows the dependence of magnetization on the magnetic field at room temperature for $\mathrm{ZrO}_{2.45}\mathrm{Ca}_{0.15}\mathrm{O}_2$ thin films, grown on silicon substrates with different oxygen pressures. The ferromagnetic ordering is quite weak for samples grown at oxygen partial pressures of 10$^{-2}$ and 10$^{-3}$ mbar, whereas the film grown at an oxygen partial pressure of 10$^{-4}$ mbar shows ferromagnetic character. This indicates that the film grown at lower oxygen partial pressures has more oxygen vacancies, available for ferromagnetic ordering. This type of oxygen partial pressure dependence was also observed in doped $\mathrm{ZnO}$ and $\mathrm{SnO}_2$ oxide thin films by Hong et al., and in $\mathrm{CeO}_2$ by Singhal et al. [28, 29]. There are often significant differences between the properties of bulk samples and thin films due to the effects of the substrate; the magnetic moments are quite low in the thin film samples, as expected. The magnetization does not saturate due to the dominating diamagnetic signal from the silicon substrate, but the value of spontaneous magnetization ($M$) $\sim 2 \times 10^{-4} \text{emu g}^{-1}$ (at 2000 Oe) and the coercivity is around 80 Oe, and those values are quite low as compared with bulk values (see table 1).

Usually, bulk $\mathrm{ZrO}_2$ is diamagnetic at room temperature. When $\mathrm{Ca}^{2+}$ or $\mathrm{Mg}^{2+}$ ions are substituted for zirconium ion ($\mathrm{Zr}^{4+}$) sites, compensating anionic vacancies are created in the $\mathrm{O}^{2-}$ sublattice. These anionic vacancies could be the origin of ferromagnetism in non-magnetic divalent ion doped $\mathrm{ZrO}_2$. This type of defect induced magnetism has already been observed in thin films of undoped $\mathrm{HfO}_2$, $\mathrm{TiO}_2$ [12, 30] and many other nanoparticles [31, 32], usually found in thin films and nanoparticles due to surface effects. However, this type of ferromagnetism in our bulk samples is robust and repeatable (even after months), because the samples are highly crystalline cubic zirconia, obtained on heating at very high temperatures. High-temperature treatments and larger grains ruled out the possibilities of hygroscopic nature and ageing, which have been observed in our recent study on Mn-doped zirconia powders due to low-temperature treatments and nano-sized grains [17].

4. Conclusions

In conclusion, we have observed room-temperature ferromagnetism in Ca and Mg stabilized zirconia bulk samples and similar thin film oriented in $\{111\}$ direction. X-ray diffraction studies and Raman spectra measured at room temperature reveal the formation of cubic phase zirconia. Bulk powders show good ferromagnetic hysteresis loops, whereas it is weaker in thin films. The origin of the ferromagnetism can be related to oxygen vacancies created due to divalent calcium and magnesium ion substitution for tetravalent zirconium ions.
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Abstract
Here we report the results of structural, microstructural and magnetic property characterizations of both thin films and bulk samples of LaMnO$_3$ (LMO). Thin films were deposited by the atomic layer deposition technique on silicon (1 0 0) substrates, whereas bulk samples were prepared by a citrate combustion route. Effects of varying thickness, annealing atmosphere and temperature were studied on both LMO sample classes. Single-phase perovskite crystal structure was confirmed by x-ray diffraction and Raman spectroscopy, in thin films annealed at 700 and 800 °C as well as in bulk samples. Thin films annealed in N$_2$ or O$_2$ atmosphere do not vary in the crystal structure, but differ by the oxygen stoichiometry, microstructure and magnetic properties. The Curie temperature in all LMO thin films annealed in N$_2$ was found to be around 200 K, while it was around 250 K for the films annealed in O$_2$ as well as for the bulk samples.

(Some figures may appear in colour only in the online journal)

1. Introduction
Lanthanum manganite (LaMnO$_3$ or LMO) materials with perovskite structure have gained considerable attention over the last two decades due to their complex magnetic behaviour and colossal magnetoresistance (CMR) effect [1–5]. These exciting properties are due to strong coupling of the charge, lattice and spin degrees of freedom. Stoichiometric LaMnO$_3$ is an A-type antiferromagnetic insulator ($T_N = 139.5$ K), where the orbital ordering is established due to cooperative Jahn–Teller (JT) interactions. Thin films of LMO are used in many devices such as magnetic field sensors, electric field devices, etc. For device applications the films should be of high quality, homogeneous and have smooth surface morphology. Defects, doping and electronic stabilities play a crucial role in determining the material properties [6, 7]. Even without external cationic doping, LMO has a very rich phase diagram due to its oxygen non-stoichiometry [8, 9]. Particular synthesis methods result in samples with different metal-to-oxygen ratios, and also affect the structural and magnetic properties. LMO thin films typically exhibit ferromagnetic behaviour due to non-stoichiometry [10–12]. Self-doping due to cation vacancies causes mixed Mn valency (Mn$^{3+}$, Mn$^{4+}$) to fulfill charge neutrality, which gives rise to the co-existence of ferromagnetic double-exchange (DE) and antiferromagnetic super-exchange (SE) interactions [13]. Many creative techniques have been employed to synthesize LMO thin films such as sol–gel, pulsed laser deposition, molecular beam epitaxy (MBE), spray pyrolysis, etc [7, 14–17]. However, very few studies have focused on atomic layer deposited thin films of LMO [18]. Atomic layer deposition (ALD) is a well-established technique for depositing high-quality thin films for
gate dielectrics and thin layers of other oxides used in solar cells and other electronic devices [19–21].

Our aim was to deposit thin films of LMO on silicon substrates using the ALD technique, and to investigate their structural, microstructural and magnetic properties. The oxygen-to-cation ratio and the resultant Mn valence states are crucial in these films, so the as-deposited films were annealed in nitrogen and oxygen atmospheres to see the effects of oxygen non-stoichiometry on physical properties. Bulk samples of LMO were also prepared by a citrate combustion route to allow a comparative study. The effects of various synthesis parameters and annealing conditions on sample properties are discussed in this paper.

2. Experimental

Thin films of LMO were grown in a commercial flow-type ALD reactor (F-120 by ASM Microchemistry Ltd) under a pressure of 2–3 mbar, following the experimental details described in an earlier study [18]. Freshly synthesized La(thd)$_3$ and Mn(thd)$_3$ (thd=2,2,6,6-tetramethylheptane-3,5-dionate) were used as precursors. The precursors were prepared by the method described in [22, 23], and then purified by a sublimation process. Ozone (O$_3$), used as the oxidizer, was generated from oxygen (>99.999%) in an ozone generator (Fischer model 502). Nitrogen (>99.999%) was used as a carrier and purging gas. The pulsing period for the lanthanum and manganese precursors was 2 s, whereas the N$_2$ purging period was 2.5 s. Ozone was pulsed for 1.2 s followed by N$_2$ purging for 2.5 s. For the deposition of films, each ALD cycle had the following pulsing sequence: first La(thd)$_3$, then O$_3$, followed by Mn(thd)$_3$ and finally O$_3$ again. These films were deposited on single-crystal substrates of Si (100) at the deposition temperature 330 °C with different numbers of deposition cycles, and were labelled LM1300 (for 1300 deposition cycles), LM1000 (for 1000 deposition cycles) and LM900 (for 900 deposition cycles).

The as-deposited films were annealed in a rapid thermal annealing (RTA) furnace PEO 601 (ATV Technologie GmbH) in N$_2$ and/or O$_2$ atmosphere at temperatures ranging between 600 and 900 °C. The thicknesses of the LMO films were determined by x-ray reflectivity (XRR) using a Panalytical X’Pert Pro MPD Alpha-1 powder diffractometer with Cu Kα radiation.

Polycrystalline bulk samples of LMO were synthesized by a chemical citrate solution method. La$_2$O$_3$ and MnO$_2$ were used as starting materials, and their aqueous solutions (0.5M) with nitric acid and deionized (DI) water were prepared separately. Citric acid solution (0.5M) was also prepared using DI water. The oxides were taken in the targeted stoichiometric ratio, whereas the citric acid-to-cation ratio was 3:2. The pH of different solutions before mixing was around 2 (acidic). These solutions were mixed, and the pH of the resulting solution was made neutral or slightly alkaline (pH = 7–8) by adding ammonia solution. The amount of the mixed solution depends on the weight (stoichiometry) of precursors, being approximately 100–150 ml. The mixed solution was heated on a hot plate at around 80 °C with constant stirring, until auto-combustion. The resulting fluffy powder was calcined at 600 °C for 2 h for LMO crystalline phase formation and to remove the organic impurities. The calcined powder was uniaxially pressed into disc-shaped pellets and sintered at 1300 °C for 3 h in air.

X-ray diffraction (XRD) was carried out using a Philips x-ray diffractometer for the bulk powder samples and Panalytical X’Pert Pro diffractometer with Cu Kα radiation for the thin films. Raman spectroscopy (Horiba Jobin Yvon Labram HR 800) was performed at room temperature on these samples. The thin films’ morphologies were evaluated by a scanning atomic force microscope (AFM, Veeco DIMENSION edge) in an area of 0.5 × 0.5 μm$^2$ with a resolution of 1024 lines. NanoScan PPMS-AFM was used for magnetic force microscopy (MFM). Vibrating sample magnetometer (VSM, Quantum Design’s 14T-PPMS) was used to measure the magnetization and hysteresis loops of the powder samples and thin films. The temperature dependence of magnetization was measured in a broad temperature range (10–350 K) using zero field cooling (ZFC), and normalized to the total mass of the sample (including the mass of the substrate for films). Magnetic hysteresis loops from −6 to +6 kOe were measured at selected temperatures in the range 10–300 K.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. XRR–XRD studies

XRR results reveal that the thicknesses of our as-deposited LMO thin films with 1300 (LM1300), 1000 (LM1000) and 900 (LM900) deposition cycles were about 104 nm, 95 nm and 78 nm, respectively, with experimental errors around ±5%. The thicknesses are correlated with the number of deposition cycles as expected, increasing with increasing number of deposition cycles such that growth per cycle (GPC) could be calculated to be roughly 0.9 Å/cycle. The small deviation from the perfectly linear dependence of the film thickness on the number of cycles is most probably due to minor changes in the reactor configuration.

The dependence of crystal structure on the annealing temperature is illustrated in figure 1(a) where XRD patterns for variously annealed LM1300 thin films are shown. These XRD patterns indicate that the as-deposited films and the films annealed at 600 °C are amorphous, films annealed at 700 and 800 °C have a single-phase perovskite structure, whereas the films annealed at 900 °C are not of single phase anymore. In further sections we will only discuss the results for single-phase crystalline films (i.e. thin films treated at 700 and 800 °C).

Figure 1(b) shows the XRD patterns for thin films LM1300, LM1000 and LM900 annealed at 700 and 800 °C in different atmospheres (N$_2$ and O$_2$). It can be seen that all these films exhibit a single-phase perovskite-type lanthanum manganite structure [24]. The crystal structure is rhombohedral with space group R-3c. Even though determination of small variations in lattice parameters for thin-film samples is somewhat ambiguous we could see that the unit-cell volume for the LM1300 thin films increased (from 344.81 to 349.75 Å$^3$) with annealing temperature increasing...
XRD patterns of the bulk LMO samples sintered at 600 and 1300 °C in air are shown in figure 1(c). These samples also exhibit the single-phase perovskite crystal structure with rhombohedral symmetry. The unit-cell volume (Table 1) decreased with increase in annealing temperature (600 to 1300 °C), which could be the effect of change in oxygen content (decrease in oxygen deficiencies) at higher temperatures [25] and increase in non-stoichiometry. The XRD peaks become sharper and more intense with the increase in the annealing temperature, which indicates the increase in grain size and better crystallinity [26].

### 3.2. Raman studies

Figure 2(a) shows the Raman spectra of the LMO thin films (LM1300, LM1000 and LM900) annealed at 800 °C in N₂ and O₂ atmospheres. All spectra closely resemble those previously reported for rhombohedral LaMnO₃ at room temperature [27], showing peaks around 217, 323, 427, 497 and 618 cm⁻¹, although the peaks around 323 and 497 cm⁻¹ are not very clear because of the strong signals from the silicon substrate around 300 and 520 cm⁻¹. The exact positions of the peaks at 217, 497 and 618 cm⁻¹ are sample-sensitive and vary within 15–20 cm⁻¹ in the spectra of polycrystalline samples [28, 29]. The peaks around 500 and 600 cm⁻¹ are consistent with other studies, being usually ascribed to bending (B) and stretching (S) modes of the MnO₆ octahedron, respectively [14, 27]. The spectra of the LM1000 films annealed at 800 °C in N₂ and O₂ (see figure 2(a)) confirm their rhombohedral structure; however, the peaks are broader for the film annealed in O₂, which also indicates the more stoichiometric oxygen-to-cation ratio in the case of the film annealed in N₂ atmosphere.

The Raman spectra of the bulk LMO samples sintered at 600 and 1300 °C are shown in figure 2(b). Although the peaks are broader due to rough surfaces of the bulk samples, they are observable around 179, 217, 323, 427, 497, 618 and 640 cm⁻¹, also confirming the rhombohedral structure in these samples [25, 26].

### 3.3. AFM and MFM studies

AFM images in figures 3(a)–(f) show the uniform surface topography and microstructure of our annealed LMO thin films. Dense films are obtained by ALD as expected [30]. The samples annealed at 800 °C have larger grains (due to

---

**Table 1.** Unit-cell volume, strain and crystallite sizes of the LMO thin films and bulk samples calculated from XRD.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Strain (%)</th>
<th>Average crystallite size (nm)</th>
<th>Unit-cell volume (Å³)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LM1300,700°C N₂</td>
<td>0.394</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>344.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LM1300,800°C N₂</td>
<td>0.023</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>349.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LM1000,800°C N₂</td>
<td>0.150</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>342.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LM900,800°C N₂</td>
<td>0.164</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>349.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LaMnO₃ Bulk, 600 °C</td>
<td>0.237</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>354.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LaMnO₃ Bulk, 1300 °C</td>
<td>0.044</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>353.67</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

*Figure 1.* (a) XRD patterns of the LM1300 thin films (as-deposited and annealed at different temperatures in N₂ atmosphere). (b) XRD patterns of the LMO thin films (LM1300, LM1000 and LM900) annealed at different temperatures in N₂ and O₂ atmospheres. (c) XRD patterns of the LMO bulk powder samples annealed at 600°C/2 h and 1300°C/3 h in air.
Figure 2. Raman spectra measured at room temperature: (a) LM1300, LM1000 and LM900 thin films annealed at different temperatures in N\textsubscript{2} and O\textsubscript{2} atmospheres, (b) bulk LMO sample annealed at 600 and 1300 °C in air.

Figure 3. AFM images (scan area 0.5 × 0.5 μm\textsuperscript{2}) measured under ambient conditions: (a) LM900 annealed at 800 °C in N\textsubscript{2}, (b) LM1000 annealed at 700 °C in N\textsubscript{2}, (c) LM1000 annealed at 800 °C in N\textsubscript{2}, (d) LM1000 annealed at 800 °C in O\textsubscript{2}, (e) LM1300 annealed at 700 °C in N\textsubscript{2} and (f) LM1300 annealed at 800 °C in N\textsubscript{2}.

coalescence of small grains) than those annealed at 700 °C by grain boundary diffusion, which usually causes major grain growth at high-temperature heat treatments. The grain sizes estimated from AFM images are given in table 2, which shows that the grain size increases also with increasing film thickness. The surface roughness of the films was calculated from the AFM results. The values listed in table 2 reveal that the films are extremely smooth in general. Results for the LM1300 and LM1000 films annealed at different temperatures (700 and 800 °C in N\textsubscript{2}) show that the root mean square (RMS) roughness value is slightly larger for the films annealed at 800 °C presumably due to growth of large grains [31–33, 36]. The results shown in table 2, moreover, suggest that the annealing atmosphere may also affect the surface morphology, as the LM1000 film annealed at 800 °C in N\textsubscript{2} atmosphere exhibits lower roughness and smaller grains compared with
the same film after being annealed in O₂ atmosphere, which could be the result of the increase in oxygen non-stoichiometry in the film annealed in O₂. Our AFM results and the effect of the annealing atmosphere on the microstructure are consistent with other studies [34, 35].

MFM images were taken at 65 K and zero magnetic fields for the LMI1000 films annealed in N₂ and O₂ atmospheres. The images were taken at constant average height in dynamic mode. The contrast observed in the images of figure 4 corresponds to the detected shift of the centre frequency due to the interaction of the tip magnetic field with the stray field of the surface. Both images were taken at the same height and with the same cantilever amplitude, enabling a comparison to be made between the two films. Figure 4 shows the magnetic domain structure at 65 K to have a domain size of 50–100 nm for the film annealed in N₂ and 150–200 nm for the film annealed in O₂. These domain sizes correspond well with the grain sizes of the films as measured by AFM (figures 3(c) and (d)), suggesting that the magnetic domains are pinned due to the topology of the surface.

3.4. Magnetic properties

To see the effects of film thickness on the magnetic properties, hysteresis curves and temperature dependence of magnetization were measured for the films. Figures 5(a)–(c) show the hysteresis curves at 100 K for the LMI300, LMI1000 and LMI900 thin films annealed at 800 °C in N₂. The saturation magnetization does not show any noticeable change with thickness, whereas the coercivity changes to some extent with thickness presumably due to lattice disorder and strain present in the films. The hysteresis loops at room temperature (300 K) were almost diamagnetic (figures not included). However, below the transition temperature, the films show strong ferromagnetic behaviour, which is clear from figure 5.

The temperature dependence of magnetization (ZFC at 0.1 T or 1000 Oe) is shown in figures 5(d)–(f) for the films LMI300, LMI1000 and LMI900 annealed at 800 °C in N₂. LMI300 exhibits broad anomalies at 44 and 211 K (figure 5(d)); this is consistent with the results of another study [36]. These anomalies for LMI1000 and LMI900 were found to be around 46 K and 196 K, and 45 K and 200 K, respectively. The small shift in transition temperatures for different films of varying thicknesses might be the result of the presence of lattice disorder and/or strain in the films. The lower temperature anomaly at around 45 K in the magnetization curves might be associated with rearrangements of ferromagnetic domains, whereas the higher temperature anomaly is likely associated with the paramagnetic–ferromagnetic phase transition (Tc), usually occurring at 140 K in high-quality single crystals and ceramics [6]. The noticeable increase in the Curie temperature in our thin films (Tc around 200 K) may be due to the non-stoichiometry (increased oxygen-to-cation ratio).

Figures 6(a) and (b) show the magnetization and hysteresis curves of the LMI1000 thin films annealed at 800 °C in N₂ and O₂ atmospheres. The film annealed in O₂ atmosphere has Tc around 250 K, whereas the one annealed in N₂ has a clearly lower Tc of around 200 K (figure 6(a)). The high Tc value for our O₂–annealed LMI1000 thin film is consistent with the enhanced Tc observed in another study on LMO thin films grown in pure oxygen atmosphere by pulsed laser deposition [7]. The larger saturation magnetization suggests the enhanced ferromagnetism for the O₂–annealed film as compared with that annealed in N₂ atmosphere; however, the coercivity is lower (figure 6(b)) for this film due to the larger grains (see the AFM image in figure 3). Our XRD and magnetic property characterization results are in good agreement with other studies on LMO thin films [7, 37], and we hence conclude that upon O₂ annealing the concentration of the smaller Mn^{4+} ions increases on the expense of the larger Mn^{3+} ions which enhances the exchange coupling between Mn^{3+} and Mn^{4+} ions, resulting in improved ferromagnetism and the higher Tc value [38].

Annealing in O₂ atmosphere induces cation vacancies in LMO, which results in an up-shift of the magnetic transition temperatures and enhanced ferromagnetic character arising from the canting of the antiferromagnetic arrangement of spins [39, 40]. The magnetization curves of the LMI1300
thin films annealed in N$_2$ atmosphere at 700 and 800 °C are shown in figure 7(a), revealing a decrease in $T_C$ from 210 to 195 K with an increase in the annealing temperature from 700 to 800 °C, apparently due to an increase in the cation-to-oxygen ratio and a reduction in ferromagnetism. A decrease in the Mn$^{4+}$ content at higher temperatures may also be the reason for the depression of ferromagnetism and thus the lowering of $T_C$. Figure 7(b) shows the hysteresis curve of the LM1300 thin films (annealed at 700 and 800 °C in N$_2$) measured at 100 K. There is an increase in the coercivity for the sample annealed at 800 °C, which can be related to the enhanced antiferromagnetism (at the measurement temperature of 100 K) for this film.

Figure 8(a) shows the temperature dependence of magnetization of the bulk LMO samples sintered at 600 and 1300 °C in air. Here $T_C$ is increased (from 220 to 250 K) with increasing annealing temperature from 600 to 1300 °C in air indicating that the higher temperature annealing in air results in an increased oxygen content (or higher Mn$^{4+}$-ion content) and formation of cation vacancies, which enhances the $T_C$ [6, 41]. Hysteresis loops measured at 100 K for the two bulk samples are shown in figure 8(b) revealing remarkably high values of saturation magnetization. Sankar and Joy [37] obtained similar values of magnetization in self-doped LMO prepared by the solid-state reaction method, through which the samples trap more La vacancies. Since Mn is smaller than La, Mn species can be incorporated into vacant La sites and consequently the valence state of Mn changes (Mn$^{3+}$ → Mn$^{4+}$), the total concentration of Mn$^{4+}$ ions increases and Mn$^{3+}$–O–Mn$^{4+}$ interactions are enhanced [42] resulting in better ferromagnetic properties. It is clear from figure 8(b) that the LMO bulk sample sintered at the lower temperature (600 °C) exhibits lower saturation magnetization and coercivity compared with the sample sintered at the higher temperature (1300 °C). We
suggest that in the present case also sintering at 1300 °C in air induces La vacancies, which then results in higher Mn$^{4+}$-ion concentration and enhanced ferromagnetic properties.

It is important to emphasize that the annealing atmosphere affects the magnetic properties significantly. Annealing in N$_2$ atmosphere at higher temperatures leads to more stoichiometric samples and causes reduction in ferromagnetism, whereas the high-temperature treatment in air/O$_2$ atmosphere leads to non-stoichiometry and enhancement in ferromagnetism in LaMnO$_3$ bulk and thin-film samples. The structural and microstructural properties of LMO thin films deposited by the ALD method are found to be good and can be improved by changing the substrates and deposition temperatures. Following this study, future work may be the continuation of deposition and study of quaternary thin films such as LSMO and LCMO, which are quite complex to deposit as a single phase by the ALD method.

4. Conclusions

We have synthesized high-quality perovskite-structured LMO thin films on silicon substrates by the ALD technique and also bulk LMO samples by a citrate combustion method. All thin films annealed at 700–800 °C and bulk samples (synthesized at 600 and 1300 °C) exhibited the single-phase perovskite-type lanthanum manganite structure, as confirmed from both XRD and Raman spectroscopy data. Variations in film thickness, annealing atmosphere (N$_2$ or O$_2$) and temperature did not affect the crystal structure but changed the microstructure, surface morphology, oxygen-to-cation ratio and magnetic transition temperatures in our LMO thin films. The oxygen non-stoichiometry (i.e. cation vacancies) and thereby the Mn$^{3+}$/Mn$^{4+}$ ratio tuned by the processing parameters caused the variation in magnetic properties of our ALD-grown LMO thin films as well as the bulk samples. Annealing in N$_2$ atmosphere enhanced the antiferromagnetism and better stoichiometry, whereas the air/O$_2$ annealing enhanced the ferromagnetism and non-stoichiometry in the LMO samples. The Curie transition temperatures in our LMO film and bulk samples were found to be higher from the ideal value (∼140 K), which also could be related to non-stoichiometry.
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